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I. SUMMARY

Accelerator Structures

The major progress reported In this quarter Is

the attainment of 211-MeV beam through module 12 of

LAMPF. This was achieved on August 27, some 35 days

ahead of schedule.

Fabrication of the side-coupled linac is pro-

gressing satisfactorily with 77% of the tank sec-

tions complete. Work on the magnets for the trans-

ition region has continued and installation is sched-

uled for December 1971. Several changes in tuning

procedure for the 805-MHz structures have teen re-

quired in order to eliminate large field excursions

which appear to be caused by the "septum pulling"

tuning technique employed heretofore.

KF Power Systems

A gratifying result of the past quarter was the

successful operation of the accelerator at an energy

of 211 MeV. Although much must be learned before

beam loss is reduced to an acceptable level, the

simultaneous and apparently satisfactory operation

of nearly all the different types of subsystems in

the accelerator was most pleasing.

The production and testing of klystrons and

modulators continues on schedule. Some difficulties

have been experienced with the initial klystron pro-

duction at Litton; as yet, these difficulties appear

tractable.

Installation of the rf system continues on

schedule.

The design of the electronics controlling phase

and amplitude pressed toward optimization, particu-

larly in tha 201.25-MHz systems. Control of the

field to better than XX In amplitude and 1 deg in

phase over the entire beam pulse, including the

beam-induced transient, has been routinely demon-

strated.

The study of the integrated 805 accelerator

ayttea continues to receive substantial attention.

This is a very complicated system and in many res-

pects 1* not completely understood. Again, the

major difficulty is related to the tuning of the

accelerator sections. The problem is primarily a

combination of lack of optimum tuning procedure and

an adequate determination of the maximum allowable

errors in the structure. T.t appears this may well

be the pacing Item for completion of the accelerator.

Support engineering continues on magnet power

supplies, beam separators, window coating, etc.

Accelerator Control and Instrumentation

The control system performed successfully during

the 211-MeV beam test. The control computer was

used to change the energy of the protons and to phase

the beam for maximum transmission. Since then, the

console in the Central Control Room has been the

center of operations several nights a week.

The programming effort was divided evenly be-

tween systems and applications programs. The sys-

tems programing was concentrated on an effort to

have the control computer operational 24 h/day by

January. Applications programs were written to aid

the 211-MeV test, to automate the tun-on and opera-

tion of the 805-MHz linac, and to monitor the status

of the accelerator.

A major effort went into compiling and updating

the wiring records, drawings, and manuals for the

Injector A control systems. These systems are now

considered complete except for a modest program of

improvements. Substantial progress was made on Che

wiring for Injector B.

The control system for the drift-tube linac re-

mained essentially unchanged. It was in operation

almost daily throughout the quarter. Prior to the

211-MeV test, the work of wiring and device Instal-

lation was concentrated in modules 5-12. Since then,

work on the remainder of the accelerator has pro-

gressed in a systematic manner. Installation of the

control systems for the Transition Region was started.

A preliminary channel list was generated for

the local and computer controls in the beam switch-

yard. A tentative assignment was made of the space

in the 20 racks allocated to Beam Lines A and X. The

first order for radiation-resistant wire was released

for bids, The control philosophy for the Biomedical

Facility was developed.

Accelerator Physics

The H injector system (Injector A) has been

operated extensively during this period. Operating

time scheduled was 663 h, 75Z of which time the in-

jector delivered beam. Ion source lifetime has im-

proved. Two critical parts of the ion source assembly,

the cathode and the extractor aperture, have operated

600 h without failure. I



Considerable effort has gone into experiments

to understand the properties of the dc accelerating

column. The column is expected to give the best

emittance and overall good performance when operated

at. the design (Pierce) value of the current, since

space charge effects sze incorporated into the de-

sign. Measurements show an interesting correlation

between the total beam current and the x-ray output,

and the current at the electron trap electrode:

These quantities have a broad minimum near the de-

sign current and rise steeply on either side. It

appears that the rate of column arc-down is also

correlated with the high radiation level. This

indicates the desirability of operating the column

at the design instantaneous current. If the average

beam current is to be varied, varying the rep rate

and the pulse length is preferable to dropping the

injector current, although the duty factor suffers.

However, physics experimenters will demand varying

current at constant duty factor. A possible avenue

to resolve this problem Is being studied, namely

colllmation in the transport line.

A rather detailed study has been carried out

of the beam transverse, emlttame patterns along

the transport line between column and linac. A

tune-up procedure has been developed which permits

16 mA of beam to be accelerated out of 23 nA-input.

A considerable amount of comparison of calculations

with experiment has been done. However, further

studies of the performance of the column are indica-

ted and are scheduled for next quarter.

The H~ Cockcroft-Walton has been installed in

its bay. The new H~ ion source is being fabricated.

The testing and development of H sources continues.

The fabrication of the accelerating column system

is well along. The bending magnets and power sup-

plies for the H transport line have been received,

and the quads should be delivered in November. De-

sign and fabrication of beam-line hardware is on

schedule.

The Electron Prototype Accelerator (EPA) was

operated with high reliability during the quarter.

The proton-Compton-effect experiment, the e-e* ex-

periment, the photofissioa experiments, and the

activation analysis experiments were completed as

scheduled. The target tests are nearing completion.

Beaa time was available for 802.75 h and was used

for 701.25 h. Some work 1* being done in prepara-

tion for shut-down of the EPA by 31 December 1971.

The drift-tube linac operated for 218 h during

the quarter. The side-coupled cavity logged 5 h of

operation, during which time the 211-MeV milestone

was achieved. Further operation of the side-coupled

linac was postponed until completion of the temporary

shield at -nodule 15.

Experimental Area

The layout for the beam lines in Area A has been

slightly modified for more efficient use of the floor

space. This area is presently being used ae a stag-

ing area. Beneficial occupancy of the switchyard has

been obtained. Areas B and C are In en advanced

stage of construction, and the Area A East/Beam Stop

A construction package is in progress. Funds have

been received for the beam line components for the

biomedical pion channel.

All magnets for the Area B beam lines are either

on hand or on order. Plans have been made for a beam

test of the prototype liquid deuterium target.

All magnet and power supply components of Beam

Line C and the High Resolution Proton Spectrometer

are either on hand or proceeding according to sched-

ule, except for two bending magnets that were delayed

for redesign. Plans for silts, steering magnets,

diagnostic devices, and beam monitoring apparatus

are being drawn up. A prototype scattering chamber

is being designed.

A final optics design for the EPICS Channel has

been reached. Partial orders for the four bending

magnets have already been placed. The optics design

of the EFICS spectrometer Is in its final stages and

engineering design will start soon. Progress is

being made on the conceptual design of the support

structure for the channel and separator. A change

in the production angle will yield an improvement

in pion flux.

The Low-Energy Pion Channel now has all magnets

either on order or on hand. Engineering for the

support structures and the other channel components

is in progress. Preliminary plans have been made

for shielding enclosures and counting areas.

The magnets and power supplies for the P Chan-

nel are all on hand or on delivery. Preliminary

shielding and support system designs have been made.

The locations of the P Channel and the Stopped

Muon Channel have been exchanged to better use the

floor space in Area A. Many of the Stopped Muon

Channel magnets and power suppllea have already been



delivered. Still pending is fabrication of the

three cement-insulated magnets at the beginning of

the channel. Shielding calculations have been car-

ried out and preliminary design of the rouon -aves

have been made. A parasite beam with a flux of <\i

10 |i+/cm sec can be obtained with no difficulty.

Optical design of the Biomedical Pion Channel

is continuing and initial engineering studies have

begun. Monte Carlo calculations of the neutrons

streaming down the channel and penetrating the shield-

ing are being carried out. Other areas where effort

is being placed are channel maintenance requirements,

design of the pion production target, bean diagnos-

tics, and computer control philosophy. It is expect-

ed that a PDP-11/20 or a PDP-11/45 computer will be

acquired for the biomed channel.

The mineral-insulated bending magnets for the

switchyard are well in hand, with two lots already

received and measured, and the third lot ready for

inspection at the vendor's plant. The harmonic con-

tent of the 8-in.-narrow quadrupole has been Matured

and the effects of chamfering the pole ends are under

study.

Radiation damage tests have been carried out

to over 10 rads of fission flux in the Onega West

ReacCor for epoxy-flberglasa Insulation for cagnet

coilii. The initial result is encouraging. Tests of

mineral-insulated conductors are in preparation.

The magnet measuring apparatus has been up-

graded with the acquisition of a new magnetic tape

unit for data storage, further progress on the rapid-

mapper, and the construction of several new coils

designed.for special purposes.

Testing of water-cooled graphite targets at

the EPA has ccme to a successful conclusion. On

the basis of results at the EPA, a ZTA graphite tar-

get in a copper jacket with nickel coating has been

chosen for testing in the LAMPF 100-MeV beam. Test-

ing of wheel targets made of molybdenum and graphite'

has begun.

Calculations have been made on a water beam stop

for the main LAKPF 800-MeV beam.

Fabrication of the magnet stands for the switch-

yard is undar way. Installation drawings for the

magnets, power supplies, end cable runs in th*

switchyard have been completed.

Delivery of the puap-heat exchanger water sys-

tems will begin soon. Fabrication of the components

of the ion exchanger and filter systems is under wny.

The permanent Area A cooling-water distribution

systems are being designed.

The Beam Profile Monitor (noninterceptlng) has

had its first successful test. The beam centroid

was resolved to within 0.01 in., and better spatial

resolution is expected as the result of the changes

in progress. Good sensitivity was observed. Work

is continuing on several other Monitoring devices.

Preliminary planning for the LAMPF Equipment

Pool has begun with surveys of the requirements

of approved experiments.

Assembly of Merrimac is under way. The wheels

are being attached to the gantry frame, including

the wheel drive and steering mechanisms. The shield

box is being completed. Essentially all design and

installation drawings for Merrimac have been finished.

Difficulties have been experienced in disassembling

lead-glass windows obtained as aurplus items, and

new handling techniques are being developed. A

number of high-quality surplus manipulators are

enroute to Los Alamos from the Nevada Test Site.

The main Merrimac access doors for the target sta-

tions in Area A have been conceptually designed.

Detailed shielding studies arc under way using

the 08NL transport code NMTC. Runs have been made

for protons incident in carbon and for pions of

several energies incident in concrete. These studies

have shown the need for re-entrant holes for pion

beam stops to reduce the backward neutron escape

route. Techniques for obtaining reliable statistics

with some economy in computing time are being devel-

oped. Considerable information on the flux and the

angular and energy distributions of neutrons and

charged particles that escape from beam stops of

various geometries or materials can be gleaned from

the calculations.

Overall stacked shielding requirements have

been estimated for the bean itops and for Area A.

Design of the main shield mass in Area A has begun.

Analysis of the radioisotope production data

continues. Discrepancies with other published data

ere noted, and results do not agree with calculated

predictions in a number of cases.

LAMPF Scheduling and Facility Construction

A one-month strike of the Zia Co. plumber* and

pipefitters, with picket lines honored by all other

crafts, ended at the outset of this report period.



Extensive reviews of activity sequences and dura-

cions have been conducted from which It has been con-

cluded that recovery of the lost construction time

will not be feasible.

Physics Research

Pion-Absorption Experiment

Two papers on the (ir,p) and O+,2p) experiments

were prepared for presentation at the IVth Intl.

Conf. on High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure

held at Dubna, USSR, and at the Intl. Seminary on

it-Meson Nucleus Interactions held at Strasbourg,

France.

Meson Chemistry

In order to understand the relationship between

the high-energy-level perturbations that occur in

chemical systems and the shifts in intensities of

low-level transitions that are observed in muonic

x-ray spectra, a thorough understanding of the cas-

cade process in these sometimes complicated systems

is required. Theoretical studies are under way to

delineate the influences of the various interactions

such as radiative vs Auger processes,, Stark-mixing,

etc.

Medical Applications of Muonic X-Rays

Studies are being continued of the possibilities

of utilizing the characteristic pi- and mu-mesic x-

rays, resulting when stopped pions and muons are cap-

tured in given elements in tissue, as a tool for

tumor localization or for in vivo tissue analysis.

One hundred hours of beam tine were approved

by the LAHPF Program Advisory Committee for per-

forming preliminary mesir. x-ray studies using mam-

malian tissue as the muon stopping material.

Proton-Compton-Effcct Experiment

Work was continued on the experiment to measure

the low-energy proton-Compton-effect croso section

using the 27-MeV beam from EPA. Data were taken for

a total of % 100 h. Since the data were taken In

large time blocks, this was an excellent test of

computer-based data-acquisition systems. After the

major data runs were complete, an effort was mai.'.e to

replace the custom-built Interface with CAKAC units

which were purchased for evaluation on this experi-

ment. After several week* of effort, a short data

background run was successfully taken using the

CAMAC system. The data from these runs arc now

being evaluated.

Multiwlre Proportional Counter (MWPC) Development

Studies of applications of raultiwire proportion-

al counters in experiments have been continued.

Construction h&s been started of a wire winder for

large wire chambers, based on the design used at NAL,

It is expected that this machine will be operational

during the next quarter, and then large chambers can

be wound at LAMPF.

An effort has been started to standardize on

MWPC Interfaces at LAMPF, based on LASl's original

design. This standard interface will be submitted

to various manufacturers of CAMAC units for bids.

Construction is nearly complete of one prototype

interface unit.

LAMPF Users Group

About 10G participants heard 40 presentations

at the 1971 LAMPF Summer Study Sessions on position-

sensitive detectors and beam measurements and moni-

tors held on 9-13 August 1971. The proceedings have

been compiled and will soon be distributed to all

members of the LAMPF Users Group.

The annual election of officers for the Users

Croup was conducted by mail ballot during October.

The 1972 slate of officers will be:

Chairman: Kenneth M. Crowe (Univ. of
California, Berkeley), succes-
sion from 1971 post of Chair-
man-Elect

Chairman-Elect: Mark J. Jakobson, (Univ. of
Montana)

Executive
Committee:

George J. Igo (UCLA)
Lee C. Horthcliffe (Texas A&M)
Chalm Richman (LASL)

Liaison Officer: Lewis E. Agnew (LASL, serving
on appointment by LASL)

Preparations were completed for the Fifth LAMPF

Users Meeting to be held at Los Alamos 8-9 November

1971.

Thirteen new or modified research proposals were

received since the. previous quarterly report. The

Program Advisory Committee met in Los Alamos on 21-23

October 1971 to hear presentations on about 25 re-

search proposals that had not been reviewed earlier.

Several resubmltted proposals were reconsidered. A

summary of the actions taken is given in the text of

this report.
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II. ACCELERATOR STRUCTURES

Mechanical Engineering LAMPF Accelerator Structures

201-MHz Structures

The drift-tube linac contains 165 cells made up

of 12 different groups with the groups containing 6

to 16 drift tubes. All drift tubes in a given group

are identical except for the body or cell length.

One spare drift tube for each group is being fabri-

cated which will be identical to the longest cell of

that group. In the event of a drift tube failure,

this spare can be machined rather quickly to the

proper body length as a replacement for the defec-

tive component. Table I shows the status of these

spare drift tubes.

The cell-164 drift tube was completed, tested,

and installed in place of the spare which was tempo-

rarily used in the linac. Replacement-cell-80 drift

tube was completed and tested and, during some fu-

ture maintenance period, will be installed in place

of the drift tube now in use. The ciIl-80 drift

tube now in service was found to have a leak (detec-

table with a He leak detector) through the conductor

from the water passage to the soft vacuum in the

TABLE I

Tank Spare for
Cell Nos.

SPARE DRIFT TUBES

Status

1 1 - 6 Completed

1 7 - 14 Completed

1 1 5 - 3 0 Completed

2 3 2 - 4 0 Drift-tube parts completed,
magnet being rebuilt

2 4 1 - 4 9 Completed

2 5 0 - 5 9 Drift-tube parts completed,
magnet being rebuilt

2 60-71 Drift-tube parts completed,
magnet being rebuilt

2 7 2 - 8 4 Drift-tube parts completed,
magnet being rebuilt

2 8 5 - 9 6 Drift-tube parts completed,
magnet being rebuilt

3 98 - 116 Drift-tube parts completed,
magnet being rebuilt

3 117 - 134 Drift-tube parts completed,
magnet being rebuilt

4 136 - 164 Completed

Magnet

TABLE II

TRANSITION REGION-MAGNET STATUS

Status

TR-BM-01 Completed and tested at low current

TR-BM-02 Completed and tested at low current

TR-BM-03 Machining completed, coils being coated

TR-EM-04 Machining completed, coils being brazed

TR-BM-05 Completed, tested and In place

TR-BM-06 Machining completed except coils

TR-BM-07 Completed and testtd at low current

TR-BM-08 Machining completed except coils

TR-QD-01 Completed and tested

TR-QD-02 Completed and tested

TR-QD-03 Completed, tested and in service

TR-QD-04 Completed, tested and in service

TR-QD-05 Completed and tested

TR-QD-06 Completed and tasted

drift tube. However, the leak is too small to per-

mit water transfer and has not impaired operation in

any way.

The ceramic drive-loop dome of Tank 3 imploded

on October 13, after 569 hours of high voltage oper-

ation, for no apparent reason. There was no evi-

dence of arc marks on either the drive loop or the

ceramic dome. However, black conductive spots were

observed on the vacuum side of some of the broken

pieces; these spots are being analyzed in an effort

to determine their composition. Four additional

domes are being made, with delivery expected in

early November. These four domes will be coated on

both sides with ~ 100 A of titanium. Quotations for

both flat disc and conical ceramic rf window config-

urations are being solicited and machining of mech-

anical components for this* new design is under way.

Transition Region

Figure 1 is a schematic of the Transition Re-

gion. The magnets shown in black have been completed.

Table II shows the present status of all Transition

Region magnets.



Fig. 1. Status of Transition Region magnets*
(Magnets which have been completed and tested are shown in black.)

Iron for the spare quadrupole magnets is on

hand. Coils have been assembled and are being pot-

ted. A typical quadrupole doublet is shown in Figs.

2 and 3. Table III lists the magnet parameters.

Fig. 2. Typical quadrupole doublet
(TR-QD-01 before assembly).

Fig. 3. Assembled TR-QD-01 quadrupole doublet.



TABLE III

TR-QD-01 THROUGH 06 MAGNET PARAMETERS

4.0 kG/cm

930 A at 7 V

13-1/2 in.

4-3/8 in.

5 in.

Design gradient

Design current

Overall length

Effective length of each quad

Outside diameter

Bore diameter 1.30 in.

Water-cooled

Radiation-resistant (alumina-filled epoxy)
insulation

Figures 4, 5 and 6 shew f.he TR-BM-01 coil, iron,

and the completed magnet In its housing. The hous-

ing positions the magnet within the last half drift

tube of Tank 4. TR-BM-04 is identical except that

it has no housing but uses protective coil covers.

The coil uses metalized alumina buttons for insula-

tion between turns and fixturing for brazing in the

hydrogen furnace. Quartz tape provides insulation

between the coil and ground. Impulse tests, field

measurements, and high pot tests to 800 V verified

the turn-to-turn insulation and winding-to-ground

insulation to be adequate. The only power supply

available for testing was limited to 880 A. Field,

voltage, resistance, water flow, and pressure drop

were measured. Axial and transverse field measure-

ments were recorded at various levels to determine

field uniformity and effective length. These low-

current tests of TR-BM-01 indicate that the design

requirements can be achieved as predicted analyti-

cally. The design magnet parameters are shown in

Table IV.

Fig. 5. TR-BM-01 iron structure.

Fig. 6. Completed TR-BM-01 magnet in

TABLE IV

TR-BM-01 THROUGH -04 MAGNET PARAMETERS

Field

Design current

Effective length

Clear aperture

Outside diameter

Water cooled

Radiation hard

5.1 kG

1900 A at 2.85 V

9.18 in.

1.18 in.2

5.00 in.

Fig. 4. TR-BM-01 coil half.



The alignment supports for all Transition Re-

gion Area components are either complete or in the

process of being fabricated. TR-QD-03, TR-QD-04,

TR-QD-05, and TR-BM-05 have been installed and

aligned. The support structure for the 100-MeV beam

dump is being designed and will be installed along

with the balance of the Transition Region equipment.

The bucket rotator has been assembled by fur-

nace brazing to form two subassemblies. Final as-

sembly will be completed as soon as the tuning an<i

iris dimensions are finalized.

805-MHz Structures

Installation of the 805-MHz side-coupled tanks

is complete through module 33 (Tank 74) and quadru-

pole doublets have been installed and aligned through

module 14. Cooling water systems are complete

through module 28 and the vacuum manifolds have been

installed through module 23.

The status of the 805-MHz furnace-brazing ac-

tivity is shown in Table V.

Machining of major accelerator structure com-

ponents by outside shops is complete and acceptance

inspection will soon be finished. The K series

TABLE V

805-MHz BRAZE STATUS (as of 29 October 1971)

Monitor
Pad to
Short
Stack

Tank
Section

Req'd. Completed

4270
(8W)

4856 4070
(84S)

144 112
(78%)

144 110
(76%)

352 270
(775!)

Bridge
Tank
Cylinder
Head

Bridoe
Tank"
Cylinder
to Head

Reo'd. Completed

120 (100%)

60 (1002)

\ Bridge Tank
\ Cylinder to
I Waveguide 60 (100X)
' Flange and
Cooling Tubes

Bridge Tank
Segment Head 12n 104
to Cooling )
Tube

Bridge Tank
Coupler
Assembly

60

Pre-Machine
Braze of
Heads and
RF Segments

52
(87X)

824 (100X)



coupling-cavity clamshells (Tanks 77-88) have all

been processed by the braaing facility through at

least the first-step braze and all paita were found

to be of excellent quality. The L series coupling-

cavity clamshells (Tanks 89-104) have been processed

In the H2 furnaces, and indications are that a sub-

stantial percentage'of the parts May be defective.

These defects are in the form of linear indications

<reported previously), porosity and/or blisters.

All of these 1600 claashells are being fired in dry

H2 at 1850°F with a soak period of five hours in order

that the defective parts may be Identified prior to

any brazing operation. One hundred additional

machined clamshells are being made and 400 extra

forgings are on order as a back-up measure in the

event that this problem should become a major one.

Experimental Area

The purchase order has been placed and fabrica-

tion started on the switchyard magnet supports.

Temporary barricades have bean erected at all

operings to the switchyard in order to reduce cold

air currents and improve temperature stability.

Precision survey work and beam-line layout will be-

gin in the switchyard as soon as 110-V power and

building heat are available.

Design work is continuing and drafting has

started on the beam line "C" and "B" magnet supports.

Quotations fox forty 600 liter/sec ion pumps

have been received and evaluated, and a purchase or-

der is being prepared. Specifications, along with

requests for quotations, have been sent to potential

suppliers for five rough vacuum pump packages to be

used in the experimental areas.

Electrical Engineering

Beam Position and Current Monitors

Beam position and current monitors are installed

and ar.-e operational through module 14. The beam

current monitors have been calibrated to within ±1Z

through the analog data system. Beam position moni-

tors yield an adequate signal when the bunched

(100-MaV) beam is drifted by the sensors but opera-

tional difficulties in the 201-MHz system have pre-

vented calibration of the position monitors against

the wire scanners. With the exception of the

402-MHz receiver packages, all electronics for the

complete beam monitoring system through module 44

have been tested and are awaiting installation.

805-MHz Accelerator Tuning

Accelerating cells have been tuned in modules

installed la the tunnel through module 26. The tun-

ing procedure used previously, however, left a sep-

tum in the center of ths tank unchanged and bent the

septuma, working each way from that point to tune

the cells. Consequently, in certain tanks the sep-

tums have a net average deflection upstream or down-

stream. This tends to introduce a cilt in the field

distribution. Tank 46 was found to have a tilt In

excess of 20Z, and it has been refuted such as to

lower the net average deflection of rhe septurns.

This tilt is now less than 12Z. Tank 44 of module

18 is now being retuned in similar fashion. It ap-

pears that Tanks 47, 49, and 50 will also require

retuning. A modified tuning procedure will be used

for modules 27-48 in order to minimize the average

deflection of the septums.

Bridge coupler adjustments and checks made with

the computerized beadpull apparatus are complete for

modules 5 through 15, and modules 17 and 19. Module

7 and modules 13 through 21 use five post tuners per

bridge coupler, where four of the posts are fixed-

length, water-cooled copper cylinders and the center

post is the standard adjustable tuner with a rotat-

able notch for setting the tank average field levels

to be the same. The fixed posts fabricated for

modules 14-21 are 2.0-in. diom. The coupling of the

drive waveguide to the bridge coupler cavity is a

function of the post lengths used. The coupling may

also be modified by mounting a 0.5-in. plate with an

iris between the bridge coupler and the waveguide

spacer that connects to it. Preliminary bridge

coupler measurements to determine post lengths (and

iris plate dimensions for modules that are too far

overcoupled) are complete through module 20. It is

anticipated that the shorter bridge couplers 01

modules 22-35 can be stabilized with only one post

tuner per bridge coupler.

A satisfactory single-string beadpull apparatus

has been constructed and is now in use. Th« string

is formed into a loop, partly in vacuum and partly

out. The string, a nylon monofilament line, passes

through close-fitting holes in Teflon inserts where

it enters and leaves the tanks, and is returned via

pulleys over the top of the module. Motors at each

end of the module drive pulleys to move the line.

The whole apparatus can be sat up on a new module in



45 minutes, which Is at least twice as fast as the

set-up time required for the double-string apparatus.

Transition Region Magnet Power Supplies

Completion date for the power supply system In

the Transition Region has slipped because of delays

in delivery of the power supplies and the water-

cooled bus cables. Five of the 14 water-cooled ca-

bles for the doublet magnets have not yat been coa-

pleted. Four of the 13 power supplies for the doub-

let magnets were originally scheduled for shipment

in October 1971, but are now expected in November.

The first completed unit is now under test. The ex-

pected shipping date for the first of the bending

magnet power supplies is the first week in November

1971.

The shunt system for the bending magnets is

proceeding on schedule. The control Systran for the

doublet magnet power supplies is now being Installed.

The modification to the water system so It will

handle the heat load of the Transition Region magnet

power supplies and shunts is scheduled for comple-

tion in November.

Accelerator Physics and Beam Dynamics

211 MeV

The major event of the quarter was acceleration

of beam through module 12 of LAMPF to an energy of

211 MeV. This was achieved on August 27, some 35

deys ahead of schedule.

In preparation for this achievement, beam meas-

urements were made on the 0.75-MeV and 100-MeV por-

tions of LAMPF. Many of these measurements were de-

signed to yield Information on the correct adjust-

ment of the phase and amplitude of the rf fields in

the four drift-tube linac cavities and the two

buncher cavities.

The design excitations and phases of the

bunchers and tanks have been determined to an accu-

racy of 1Z. The buncher and Tank-1 results agree to '

the same accuracy with the results of the 5-MeV

tests of nine months ago. These flelda and phase*

will be refined further and tested for reproducl-

bility.

The opening in the shield wall at Butt Line

Zero was plugged with a shield mate and e shield

wall was erected at the end of module 14. These new

shields together with modified procedures and pro-

tection circuitry will allow oafe operation of any

beam up to 211 MeV at any hour of the day or night,

without interference with the installation and tuning

of the side-coupled linac structure. The first ex-

tended run (60 h) is scheduled in the immediate fu-

ture. The ability to accelerate beams during the

dey and round-the-clock will prove extremely valuable

in efforts to gain the maximum performance for LAMPF.

Considerable progress was made In the develop-

ment of accelerator and beam diagnostic procedures

and related software. These efforts facilitate

accelerator and beam measurements now, and will lead,

eventually, to development of effective operational

procedures.



III. RF POWER SYSTEMS

RF Control Studies

Overall System Design

The buncher, 201.25-MHz and 805-MHz rf systems

through module 12 were operated for the initial 211-

MeV beam tests on 27 August 1971. Prephasing of

the nodule-to-module fields was accomplished and

shown to be accurate enough to provide adequate

starting points for fine tuning of the beam. Suc-

cessful capture of the beam into the 805-MIz part

of the linac showed that the frequency reference

system operates basically &s planned.

Various procedures were instituted to allow

operation of rf systems, low-energy beams, and other

apparatus in parallel with the Installation efforts.

To further expedite system studies involving per-

formance of the accelerator up to 211 MeV, a shield-

ing wall is being constructed in the tunnel between

nodules 14 and 15.

Accelerator structure tuning was completed

through module 15. In the subsequent modules

through 21, which require 5 posts in the bridge

coupler, and through 26, with one bridge-coupler

post, severely nonunlform field distributions were

discovered after the cell-tuning procedure was

completed. This is attributed to the septum deflec-

ting technique, used to set the cell frequencies,

which produces effects that accumulate over the

length of a tank. In long tanks, tilts can result

which make the bridge-coupler tuning difficult. In

addition, although the "wavelength" of the tilts is

short enough Chat calculated beam performance is

not significantly affected, the high vari-tion in

power loss along the tank could be a factor in

ultimate performance of the system. Retiming is

being accomplished where necessary. In addition

the tuning procedures are being reviewed. A method

for optimizing the septum pulling technique has

been found. Further experiments and calculation.

are being directed toward methods for adjusting the

coupling constants at selected points and toward

the possibility of eliminating main-cell tuning by

septum-pulling.

A workable single-string beadpull apparatus

used with the structure under rough vacuum was

achieved. The new apparatus is much easier to use

and provides high quality data.

A solution has not yet baen found to the prob-

lem of the variation of slopes found in the fields

detected by the magnetic probes placed in the accel-

erator structure for control and monitoring purposes.

Experiments with shielded probes showed that electro-

static pickup Is a minor effect.

The hardware for the At turn-on procedure for

adjusting field phase and amplitude based on measure-

ments of beam acceleration was received, assembled,

and adjusted. Checkout of the rf circuitry was

accomplished and showed very satisfactory results.

' The coding for data acquisition and analysis has

been written and checkout of the programs using the

actual hardware is proceeding well. This equipment

will be ready for trial when 211-MeV tests «re re-

sumed upon completion of the shielding wall.

A program for CCR turn-on, monitoring and diag-

nosis of fault information for the rf systems was

written in collaboration with the Controls Group

and is being debugged on the 805-MIz systems.

Frequency and Phase Reference

Achievement cf a 211-MeV proton beam demonstrated

that the basic concepts of the frequency transition

and the phase reference systems are sound. Subse-

quent work in this area includes installation of

the final high-power 805-Miz stages and their associ-

ated phase and amplitude control systems and detailed

testing of the overall reference system stability.

The final 805-MIz drive line amplifier stages are

now being Installed. The four final amplifiers are

on hand and in the process of assembly and testing.

The high-voltage power supplies for these amplifiers,

which were procured as complete commercial packages,

have been Installed and tested. Completion of the

screen and bias supplies has been delayed because of

slow delivery of some parts. Tube life of these

amplifiers Is exceeding expectations. Two of the

large tubes (RCA 7213) have exceeded the 3000-h life

expectancy predicted by the manufacturer and show

only t> 10Z loss in gain, indicating that they may be

good for several thousand more hours of service.

Two smaller tetrodes (RCA 8226) in the drive line

amplifier system are also giving excellent service.

One at Electron Prototype Accelerator (EPA) has

already reached 21,000 h and one at the Equipment

Test Laboratory (ETL) has reached 11,000 h.

The phase and amplitude control systen equip-

ment is installed In the rf source room. Except for
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the 201- to 805-MHz interface trombone phase shifter,

the necessary equipment and wiring for computer con-

trol of the rf source room has been constructed and

installed.

The rf reference line is installed through Sec-

tor D and has been checked and accepted. A program

for monitoring the effectiveness of the drive line

temperature and pressure control system was Initia-

ted. A contract was awarded for Installation of the

remainder of the line. The air pressure regulator

failed and is being replaced by the vendor under the

warranty.

RF Phase and Amplitude Control Studies

Phase and amplitude control fcr the bunchers,

201.25-MHz, and 805-MHz systems vere fully oper-

ational for the 211-MeV beam tests. Investigations

leading towaid final design of these systems was

resumed, concentrating on the 201.25-MHz systems

where loop gain variations and nonlinear!ties are

most severe. The control of the initial turn-on

of the pulse and achievement of the required phjwe

and amplitude levels before beam turn-on has be*n

optimized using a fully adaptive system which ad-

justs its programming and delay characteristics as

required by system performance and which is fully

recoverable from all known fault conditions. The

feedforward control feature has been used during

100-MeV tests; control of the fields to better than

IX in amplitude and 1 deg in phase can now be demon-

strated routinely over the entire bean pulse, in-

cluding the initial transient. This is a signifi-

cant achievement, since the eventual bean quality

achievable from LAHPF depends very strongly on pre-

cise control of the fields in the accelerator. Fur-

ther development will concentrate on optimization

of compensation, study of interactions, and investi-

gation of adaptive loops.

All of the hardware for the 805-MHz fast phase

shifters has been received. Ten units have been

assembled, tuned, and tested and were found to

equal the prototype. A small dc blocking capacitor

was incorporated into the rf input line to the phase

shifter to lower the capacitance which the bias cir-

cuit is required to drive. This capacitor was in-

cluded in the amplifier used as a source during

prototype tests; since it does not occur in the sane

context in the accelerator system, it has been added

to the phase shifter. There is no degradation of

the specification by this addition.

Further problems have occurred with the phase

detector subsystems; the vendor will again correct

the deficiencies while at LASL. Accepted subsystems

are now Installed through module 13; mounts are in-

stalled through module 18.

To satisfy requirements for high-gain, broad-

bandwidth, low-input rf amplifiers, a class "A"

amplifier was developed using a 2IJ 3866 which shows

it 20 dB of gain with 1 * of drive.

Power transformer failures in the power supplies

for the interface amplifiers have been mentioned in

previous reports. This problem has been solved by

eliminating the input filter capacitor and adding a

50-ft current-limiting resistor immediately after the

high-voltage rectifiers.

Protective Circuitry

Duty factor Interlock transducers and chassis

are Installed through Sector F.

The crowbar foil-test resistor banks are in-

stalled through Sector F. Minor modifications have

been made in all 805-MHz crowbar trigger chassis to

improve reliability and personnel safety. Design

work has begun on an interlock system to protect the

crowbar resistors In the event of a failure of their

cooling air systems. A more reliable high-voltage

(5-kV) resistor assembly has been installed in the

201-MHz crowbar logic chassis. This particular

circuitry monitors crowbar opsration for interlock

data.

The 805-MHz monitor cards have been redesigned

to iaprove reliability and simplify circuit operation.

805 MBz Power Amplifier

Modulator and Amplifier Production

Twenty-nine Varian VA-862-A klystrons of the

45-tube production contract have beeu delivered; 26

of these have been tested and accepted at LASL. All

of the tested klystrons have bees installed in the

cluster buildings. Thus, all stands in Sectors B

through E now are full.

Over 81,000 filament h and 63,000 plate h have

been accumulated on all of the klystrons to date.

Two Litton klystrons and four Varian klystrons have

accumulated between 6000 and 9000 filament houra, Jf

these six, two have failed, one due to a vacuum leak

(S/N 103) and one (S/N 102) due to high-voltage prob-

lems. S/M 102 was arcing internally and efforts to

dean the insulators by high-potting v«r« not suc-

cessful. Thus, this experimental tube is



considered to have failed. A production klystron,

S/N 222, was accidentally broken as it was being

moved from the test stand at the ETL. A strain-

relief clamp for the vac-ion puap lead has been

designed to prevent such failures in the future.

There have been three high-power klystron failures

to date: two on R&D tubes and one accidental fail-

ure on a production tube.

Litton Industries has had major problems with

their 25-tube production contract. The first tube

(S/N 2008) was severely damaged at Litton by a

crowbar malfunction early in September. In mid-

October the second klystron was briefly tested at

Litton, but the tests were interrupted by a window

failure. Both failures occurred before acceptance

tests could be started. The third production kly-

stron is scheduled for testing in mid-November.

The LPT44 switch tubes have accumulated more

than 62,000 h of running time. Only three have

failed and thttse were early-life failures which

are being repaired under warranty.

The gain of some of the VA-862A klystrons was

found to be sensitive (up to 3-dB variation) to

the phase of the beam current pulse relative to

the 60-cyde line voltage. This gain change was

found to be caused by a 60-Hz radial modulation of

the beam diameter which is generated by the magne-

tic field of the heater current. The klystron heat-

ers require 45 A. A minor design change was made

on thd internal filament wiring which will minimize

this gain sensitivity on future Varian klystrons.

The heater current for the klystrons which have

already been delivered will be attached to a single

60-cycle phase so that the klystron will have the

gain that was measured during the final acceptance

tests. A rectifier for the filament current has

also been designed and tested for over 100 h. The

rectifier has a 120-Hz hum on its output, but since

the klystrons are normally run at 120 Hz, the gain

modulation is rather snail, t 0.5 dB in the worst

carte. Although the rectifier substantially reduces

the gain sensitivity of the klystron, the decision

to put rectifiers in the 30 existing modulators

will be deferred until some more life data are

accumulated.

The rf modules through 24 in Sector 0 have been

tested on water loads. Modules 25 through 30 in

Sector E are almost ready for water-load testing.

The bucket rotator rf system is i, 60Z complete

and should be ready for water-load testing by

December 1.

Klystron Repair Facility

The leak in Varian VA-862A S/N 103 was found

and repaired, but this klystron has not been reas-

sembled yet. A klystron bakeout station and cathode

repair station have been designed, The bakoout oven

is being made in the LASL shops. After it is deliv-

ered, the heating elements and controllers will be

installed and then an attempt will be made to com-

plete the repair of S/N 103. Several trips to Var-

ian and Stanford Linear Accelerator Center have been

made to become familiar with the repair techniques

used by these organizations.

Window Coating and Life Testing

Two Varian windows and "V 6 General Electric

windows have failed in service at the EPA and on

the accelerator. Neither vendor has taken the pre-

caution of coating the vacuum side of the window

with titanium to reduce the chances of single-surface

multipactoring on the window. Varian has now agreed

to coat the remaining windows of their production

run.

Two evaporators have been built and used to

coat 22 windows (4 Varian, 18 6. E.), and these

coated windows are being installed on the tanks.

Tanks 5 through 19 will have coated windows installed

within a week and then full-power life-testing will

begin. The vacuum conditions at the accelerator

window have been monitored. Pressure bursts as high
-4

as 3 x 10 Torr were measured during the tank turn-

on procedure. At this pressure, a purple plasma

becomes visible in the tank and the tank pumps must

be shut off. By turning the tanks on very carefully,

it is possible to limit the pressure at the window

to 2 x 10 Torr. Even this pressure may lead to

damage of the rf window. Once the tanks are brought

up to full power the pressure at the window drops
-7to the 10 -Torr range. Distinct multipactoring

has also been observed in which vacuum pressure near

the window rises as the critical power level is

approached from either direction.

Klystron Theoretical Program

The actual magnetic field on Litton S/N 2007

(the prototype of the Litton production klystron)

was measured and used as input data for a large-

signal simulation of thie klystron. The completed



results obtained with the one- and two-dimensional

klystron analysis codes are shown in Fig. 7, along

with the experimental results. The discrepancy be-

tween the experimental and computed rf output power

is unusually large for the case. The moat probable

cause for this discrepancy is the lack of an output-

gap calculation in the present codes. An output-gap

code has been written and some encouraging prelimi-

nary results have been obtained. This code 'will be

tested and used in the next quarter; it is hoped

that the output-gap calculation will be a good me-

thod of establishing the output power and the shape

of the power-transfer curves of a klystron before it

Is built.

201.25-MHz RF Amplifier

A total of 800 h were logged on 201.25-MHE rf

equipment during the quarter. Host of the time was

in support of beam diagnostics, phase and amplitude

control studies, and tank resonance studies.

The cathode resistors in all three 7835 stands

have now been modified to the nichrome furnace strip

type; no problems were encountered.

The prototype oil transformers for the modula-

tors were completed and put into service. Two hun-

dred and ninety-four hours have been logged on the

transformers, vith no problems. Three more units

are in the process of being constructed; the trans-

formers will be wound in-house.

Development continued on the amplifier for the

RCA 4664 tube. The tube was successfully run at

600-kW peak power and 62 duty, but is plagued by
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Pig. 7. Comparison of confin«d-flow and two dlaen-
•lonal theoretical power-transfer carves
with the experlMntel curve.

plate-current faults. Investigation of these faults

continues. Reconstruction of the output cavity for

a final design is under way. The development of

the amplifier is hampered by a conflict between the

use of module 1 to power Tank 1 and the running of

the experimental amplifier.

Work began on fixing the auto-regulation for

the 7835 filament supplies. The circuits did not

operate properly when the amplifiers were running

at full power. Results of this work have been mod-

erately successful in that the circuits now work if

the rf pulse occurs only during a certain portion

of the ac-line cycle. Further work on the circuits

is planned.

A computer program to monitor the 201.2-MHz

rf stands, to reset the logic and to log all resets

was generated and checked out during the period.

This program is now on the disk and is available for

routine operation of the equipment. Flow-diagraw

have been made for another, more sophisticated pro-

gram to turn the stands on, monitor their operation,

and recycle them if they go down.

Much time was spent in gathering spare parts

and setting up storage for them. An inventory of

parts and spare parts for 201.25-MHz rf equipment

was begun in an effort to determine what spares need

to be purchased.

The distributed screen capacitors on the screens

of the 250-k modulators failed after having beea in

service for some time. A capacitor of a dtfferect

design was ordered.

The Mylar-distributed blocking capacitors for

the 7651 cavities were Installed and gave satisfactory

service. More of the Mylar capacitors are on order

to replace the unsatisfactory silver micas now on

hand.

The RCA 7835 tube (X-3) which h*J a grid fila-

ment short was returned by RCA after they had cleared

the short. The tube was installed and after some 4

h of running, the grid filament short appeared again.

The X-3 tube was removed and an effort to clear the

short was again aade. At the time it appeared that

the effort was successful, but after the tube was

placed in service and run for 25 h, the grid filament

short appeared again. The tube was then removed and

returned to RCA, who will open it in an effort to

find the cause of the problem. X-3, a tube that has

never operated properly, has now been tore down six



times, consuming about 24 man-hours each time.

A new RCA 7835 tube (P-9) arrived In Albuquer-

que with severe shipping damage to the packing crate

and some external damage to the tube, The tube was

returned directly to RCA for evaluation of any damage

to the tube. RCA reported finding no internal damage

and returned it to LAMPF, where it was put into ser-

vice and is operating satisfactorily.

On the advice of the manufacturer, the NAL

modification to the spring-ring contacts In the fila-

ment circuit of the 7835s was made in modules 3 and

4. No further problems with the spring contacts

have been experienced during the quarter.

Two high-power tubes were lost during the per-

iod. One, a modulator tube, was damaged due to a

filament lead connector that was not tightened suf-

ficiently during assembly, and the other, a RCA 4616,

was lost due to an apparent overdissipation of the

screen grid when the screen modulator went CH.

A water leak appeared on the 4616 output cav-

ity-cooling jacket In one of RCA's totem-pole ampli-

fiers. When an attempt was made to resolder the

jacket, it was found that it was necessary to remove

the jacket to clean and modify it in order to solder

it properly. Similar failures are anticipated in

the other units in the future as all have had small

leaks in the same area.

Magnet Fower Supplies

Twelve dual 38-kW, 750-A power supplies have

been received and tested as individual supplies. All

perform satisfactorily. Tests of these supplies

connected in series and parallel will be run early

in the next quarter.

Instruction books for these supplies have been

received but are not acceptable. They ere being re-

worked by the vendor.

A complete set of spare printed-circuit boards

for these supplies is on order.

Fourteen of the H-tangent winding power sup-

plies which did not meet specifications were returned

to the vendor for rework. They have been reworked

and shipped back to LASL. When they are received,

the two remaining power supplies will be returned Co

vendor for rework. All sixteen will be retested be-

fore they are accepted.

Bids were received on the SCR-type reversing

•witches. The cost was much higher than anticipated

•o it has been decided to go back to the original

concept of motor-driven mechanical switches. There

will be two versions of these switches, one for cur-

rents from 500-2300 A. Both types will be computer-

controlled.

An order for 56 brute power supply modules rep-

resenting a total power of 6860 kW, has been placed

and work on these supplies is progressing satisfac-

torily. Shipment of the first of these supplies is

scheduled for the end of December. The last of this

group is scheduled for shipment in mid-March.

Two 60-kW, 300-A supplies have been tested at

the sellers and have been shipped. These are the

bending-magnet power supplies for Lines A and X. One

has been received and will be tested as soon as

schematics and instruction manuals are received.

Regulator design was completed and preliminary

prototypes of the various sub units have been built

and tested. Final accurate prototypes of each unit

will be made and tested before starting production.

A fairly accurate estimate places the cost of

a complete regulator, with instrument power supplies,

NIM bins, control and metering chassis, and capable

of remote computer control, at $3000. The decision

has been made to order all the components immediately.

It is expected that production can start by the end

of the year, with a target date for completion of the

first units by 15 March 1972.

Other Research

Simple rf detectors have been constructed to

detect rf leakage. These can be made to measure
2

power levels near 10 mW/cm , of interest to health

and safety, or made more sensitive, power levels
2

near 1 uW/cm , for detecting rf noise sources.

These rf detectors have been calibrated locally

using a large coaxial line or a waveguide with

known power levels.
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TV. ACCELERATOR CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION

Injector Control Systems

The injector control systeas Include controls

for the ion source, the Cockcroft-Waltoa^CC-W) accel-

erator, and the beam transport equipment leading to

the first linac tank. These systems performed well

during the 211-MeV beam tests and are considered

finished except for routine maintenance and improve-

ments. To facilitate these tasks, a major effort

was put into compiling and updating the documenta-

tion for the present wiring and termination records,

the pertinent catalogs and instruction manuals, and

the drawing package.

A Piranl-type vacuum gauge was received and

evaluated. Its performance is good over five decades.

Several of these instruments will be ordered for use

in the Injector area. Each is packaged in a NDi

module for eape in maintenance.

The staircase generator and logic circuit were

designed for the new beam-current monitor and cali-

bration system. L breadboard model of the system

is nearly ready for testing. A dozen amplifiers

were evaluated against the low-noise, wide-bandwidth

requirements of the system. The final choice will

be made soon.

A study was made of the extractor dc voltage

stability. The high-voltage divider installed last

quarter did not have the requisite stability. The

metal flln-resistance stick was replaced by a wire-

wound resistor. A separate light link was connected

to the extractor pulsed data to aid in the tests.

Two current-monitor transformers were installed

on the beam line for testing amplifiers and beam-

diagnostic equipment.

The Injector Control Room (ICR) data ayatem

based on a Nova computer continued to operate with-

out a failure whil° providing both ICR and Central

Control Room (CCR) with control data from the H* C-W.

Software and Interface hardware are ready for control

of the H~ C-W when the equipment is Installed in the

dome. The system is being extended to perform the

beam-diagnostics task presently handled by a separate

Nova computer. This work is 80% complete.

The low duty factor/low transmission interlock

logic chassis was repackaged and installed in ICR.

A beam repetition rate display using light-

emitting diodes (LED) was built and mounted in ICR.

Because the LED display is more easily read than

NIXIE tubes, the voltage displays remoted from the

C-W and extractor were converted to LEDs.

A digital voltmeter (DVM) was mounted on the

ICR console to provide a readout for the steering*

magnet currents.

Substantial progress was made on the viring for

Injector B. Work started on the NIM-bin .layout and

chassis wiring for the light-link transmitter. The

equipment for the dome of Injector B is being de-

signed for quick changeouts to facilitate the re-

search mission of the instrument. The H~ C-W should

be ready for high-voltage testing early next quarter.

201.25-MHe Control System

The 201.25-MHz control system encompasses mod-

ules 1 through 4 and the Transition Region.

The control system for the drift-tube linac has

been in operation almost dally during the quarter.

Records show chat relatively little time has been

lost front operations because of failures in the in-

strumentation and control systems. The worst offend-

ers during this period were the steering-magnet

power supplies for modules 3 and 4. The source of

their repeated failures was diagnosed and corrected.

An effort was made to improve the response time

of all the pulse stepper motors in the LAMFF control

system. It was found that the reference phase shift-

ers in the 201-MHz rf system would not track at the

faster drive rate. The effort has been suspended

for the immediate future.

Work continued on the control systems for the

Transition Region. The wiring of the local control

modules for the vacuum, water, quad-nagnet, and

temperature-control systems was completed. These

modules are being installed in the control racks.

Wire scheduling was finished for all systems except

the bending magnets and run-permissive. These two

systems are in the final design stage. Device -

installation and hookup are scheduled for next

quarter.

805-MHz Control Systems

The 805-MHz control system extends from modules

5 through 48 and includes the instrumentation for :

Sectors B through H. Prior to the 211-MeV test, the

work of wiring and device-installation va« concen-

trated ia modules 5 through 12. All tasks essential

to the operation of that part of the accelerator



were completed as evidenced by the success of the

test. Since that time, work on the remainder of the

accelerator has progressed in a systematic manner.

The contractor is nearing completion of the

wiring job in the 805-MHz area. All trunk lines

have been installed. Most of the wiring associated

with each module, including the device-wiring in the

beam channel, has been finished. Wiring for the

distributed systems is progressing rapidly. All

water systems up through module 28 are operational.

The wiring and controls for the accelerator vacuum

systems are complete. Final checkout of the systems

for each module will be done as soon as the accel-

erator structure for that module has been finished.

The acceptance tests on the quad-magnet power

supplies resulted in a relatively high rate of

rejections. The manufacturer sent an engineer to

LASL to repair the faulty units. Subsequent retest-

ing indicated that the repaired units were accept-

able.

The steering-magnet power supplies were put

through a receiving Inspection and those units not

meeting specifications were returned to the vendor

for repair. The supplies have been returned to LASL

and the acceptance test results were satisfactory.

All of the controls and wiring for the magnet sys-

tems are complete and awaiting installation of the

magnets and power supplies for final checkout.

The 805-MHz temperature control systems oper-

ated satisfactorily throughout the 211-MeV beam

test. The reliability of the units appears to be

excellent as evidenced by the fact that the systems

In modules 5 through 13 have operated for two months

with no failures. The installation, checkout, and

calibration of controllers have progressed through

module 28.

Experimental Area Control Systems

The design of the instrumentation and control

systems for the experimental areas is still lagging

for lack of criteria. Developing the requirements

for a single beam line takes a long series of meet-

ings involving numerous people. Nevertheless, there

has been progress.

A preliminary channel list was generated for

the local and computer controls in the beam switch-

yard. It Includes signals for magnets, power sup-

plies, vacuum system, water systems, beam-diagnostic

systems, ventilation, run-permissive, and radiation

safety. A tentative assignment was raade of the

space in the 20 racks allocated to Beam Lines A and

X. A total of four computer control terminals will

be needed for the switchyard. From the channel list

and device assignments it was possible to make a

determination of the wire and cable requirements.

The first order for radiation-resistant cable was

released for bids and inquiries are being made on

possible sources of radiation-resistant coax cable

for use in diagnostic devices.

A preliminary specification was developed for

the radiation monitoring, TV, and personnel safety

systems in Area C. The definitions are sufficiently

firm so that design work can be started. A similar

document was prepared for the analogous systems in

Area B and along the B-C beam line.

The control philosophy for the biomedical facil-

ity was developed. Computer control without separate

local controls will be utilized for essentially all

aspects of the facility. The controls will be im-

plemented in CAMAC hardware. The only hardwired

control systems are apt to be target-insertion and

beam shutters, the dose integration system, and the

personnel safety system.

The configuration for the control computer was

established. It will be powerful enough to handle

all control tasks and still have capacity for aiding

in treatment planning. The computer will be com-

patible with the LAMFF standard computer so that

full advantage can be taken of the LAMPF data-

acquisition system.

The design of the control console for the bio-

medical facility was considered. It will take ad-

vantage of the experience gained from the consoles

in CCR. Work was started on a current Integrator

circuit for the dose integrator.

LAMPF Data Terminals

Each module of the accelerator is connected to

the control computer by a data-acquisition-and-con-

trol terminal (DACT) which includes a remote-infor-

nation-and-control equipment (RICE' unit, an input/

output unit (RICE I/O), an analog data system (ADS),

and a power supply. The DACTs In modules 18 through

48 were made operational through the control com-

puter. All DACTs for the accelerator are now on-

line. Testing of these terminals continues during

IB



the early morning hours and on weekends in order to

establish a hardware confidence factor for the con-

trol system.

Ten RICE units for the switchyard and experi-

mental c-reas were received. A contract was let for

10 RICE I/O units and 10 DACT power supplies. When

these units all arrive early next quarter, testing

of the complete systems will begin.

acopes resulting from natural and overhead lighting

was attacked. The solution appears to be heavy

drapes judiciously placed on some of the windows in

CCR. The drapes will serve a second function, that

of reducing the ambient noise level from the com-

puter equipment.

Progress on the counterpoise grounding system

for CCR was limited by the lack of electricians.

Central Control Room (CCR) Systems

The second operator's console was put into

service prior to the 211-MeV beam test. It was out-

fitted with a graphics scope, a character scope (4-

color), a storage scope, a scope for pulse—viewing,

a communications station, a slew knob, and a function*

button panel. The knob and push buttons vere con-

nected temporarily to the first Console Interface

Unit (CIU) pending completion of the second CIU. A

major portion of this unit was fabricated and pre-

pared for bench tests.

A panel was designed to accommodate the new

1/4-in. alphanumeric readouts for the slew knobs.

There will be three readouts per panel, each capable

of displaying 32 characters or numbers. Four of

these panels will be built, two for each console.

The associated slew knob panels were designed and a

prototype is being built. The chassis to service

these devices are designed and ready for fabrication.

The first of the new function-button panels

was put into operation. It has a provision (to be

implemented later) for reading a 10-bit code on the

card which defines the function of the buttons. In

this way, operators can change button assignments

on-line. Four copies of a smaller version of this

panel are being built, two for each console.

The design for a panel of status indicators

Is nearing completion. A prototype unit will be

built for evaluation by the operators.

Several of the console devices required Bain- .

tenance. The scan converter had to be taken out of

commission temporarily when It got out of adjustment.

A special test generator was ordered as an aid to

realigning the electronics. One of the storage

scopes had to be returned for a new storage tube.

The liard-copy device for the storage scope was

returned to the factory for modifications to Improve

Its resolution and contrast.

The problem of excessive glare off the various

LAMPF Control Computer

The LAMPF control system is organized about an

on-line digital computer. This computer, a SYSTEMS

SEL-84OMP, Is on-line to the accelerator i» 50 h each

week. Virtually no time has been lost from opera-

tions as the result of computer down time although

several peripheral devices failed during the quar-

ter. The clutch assembly on the logging printer

wore out and was replaced. Several minor failures

in the power supplies of the vector scopes were

recorded. However, the reliability of these scopes

was high enough so that they were finally accepted

from the manufacturer.

The character scopes on the two CCR consoles

were converted to 4-color models. The multicolor

presentation is far superior to the single-color TV

monitors.

Programming

The programming effort was divided evenly be-

tween systems and applications programs. The sys-

tems programming was concentrated on an effort to

have the control computer operational 24 h/day by

next January. This goal requires that there be a

minimum of system crashes which take the computer

off-line and that there be a fast recovery procedure

for those crashes which do occur. The latter re-

quirement was satisfied by a restart program which

saves a history of the crash as it loads a new copy

of the operating system. A program was written to

perform an on-line analysis of the source of the

crash.

The effort to mr.ke the system less susceptible

to crashes was partly thwarted by a problem in th«

special hardware which protects •—ory against

Illegal accesses. When the programming required to

utilize this hardwire was tried, the hardware In-

duced systea-crasbsa. The source of the problem

has not been diagnosed as yet; hence, the aeaory



protect hardware was turned off. On the positive

side, the memory parity recovery procedure developed

recently has been very successful. The new programs

which service the character scopes greatly improved

the reliability of those devices. Several other

checking procedures that were added to the operating

system have proved useful in preventing crashes.

Another requirement for full-time operation is

the capability for on-line testing of new programs.

Checkout was started on a debug program vhich will

provide this capability. Debug will interpret each

instruction of the program under test and determine

if the consequences of executing that instruction

will break any rules, e.g., branch outside the mem-

ory bounds of the program. If so, Debug will give

the programmer a chance to correct the error. A

display on the character scope provides a means for

observing and changing the registers and cells in

memory. Options to single step, trace, and break-

point are available. A scheme for handling system

calls will be added next quarter.

Several application programs were written to

support the 211-MeV test. One was a beamplot dis-

play which shows the beam current measured at nine

points along the accelerator between 100 and 211 MeV.

Another was a status display, by module, of all the

systems in a sector, e.g., vacuum, water, magnets,

etc. Each system is marked as Not Ready, Ready, or

On, and appropriate controls are provided. Any fail-

ure in the data system is also Indicated. Two pro-

grams were written to facilitate the assignment of

knobs to control various devices. One Is dedicated

to all the steering magnets in the drift-tube linac

while the other provides controls for all the de-

vices in any 805-MHz module.

Some time was stent in developing automated

sequencing programs. Three of these program* were

for the 805-MHz vacuum, steering-magnet, and focus-

nagnet systems. An operator in CCR and a technician

stationed at a given module control point collabo-

rate under direction of the computer to check out

each signal from the system. The use of the com-

puter ensures quality control of the procedure.

Checkout was atarted on a program to turn on any or

all of the 805-MHz rf stands. A display on the

graphics scope shews the operator the status of

each module and alerts him to any troublespot.

Turn-on programs for the C-W and Injector A Ion

source were updated and partially checked. Both

programs use operating parameters stored on the disk

as set points.

Several programs were written to aid operations.

One checks the status of various areas and turns on

a light on the console dedicated to the area if all

systems are operating properly. The check is re-

peated every ten seconds. A new display was devel-

oped for changing parameters in the master timer.

This was required because of hardware modifications

to the chassis. A program to monitor the water pumps

. in the 805-MHz accelerator was added to the system.

It runs hourly and alerts the operator by messages

on the character scope of *ry pump troubles. Three

programs— Timeplot, Pulseplot, and the 201-MHz

resonance control program— were revised as the re-

sult of operating experience. The display program,

Beamplot, is being rewritten to provide additional

information.

A diagnostic program for RICE units was fin-

ished. It tests the binary data, binary command,

analog data, analog command, video, and analog-to-

digital converter hardware in any standard data ter-

minal. The test results are printed on the line

printer to guide the technician in repairing the

unit. Work started on a program to automate the

testing of any channel on the accelerator. A card

deck defining the channels is read into the computer

and validated against a set of criteria. The opera-

tor is given the chance to correct any mistakes.

Then the computer performs the specified tests and

logs the results. The part of the program which

tests binary channels is nearly complete. Work will

begin on the analog section next quarter.

Continued programming support was provided for

the magnet-mapping system built around a small dig-

ital computer. A program to measure the fields of a

quadrupole and certain bending magnets was completed.

This program records the field measurements on mag-

netic tape for later analysis on a larger computer.

A second program was written, this one to control

the 3-dimensional rapid-mapper and record the meas-

ured data. This program will be operational next

quarter.

Distributed Operational Syst

The systems described below extend ovar the

length of the facility and ara essential to the
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operation of the accelerator.

Timing System

The timing system serves to synchronize the rf

and beam turn-on throughout the accelerator. Time

intervals are under control of the computer.

The master timing unit is now the sole source

of timing information during accelerator operations.

Since its installation in July, the unit has been

virtually trouble-free. During the 211-MeV beam

tests, the delayed rf gate feature was used to good

advantage. This feature allows the beam energy to

be changed under computer control.

Toward the end of the quarter the master timer

was modified to allow for repetition rates as low as

one pulse every 8 sec. This feature was needed to

minimize the residual radiation at the temporaly

beam stop during the beam dynamics studies.

The cable for the timing distribution system

has been installed in all but the last two sectors.

The timing distribution units for all sectors will

be ready for Installation as soon as an order of

printed-circuit cards is received.

A maintenance course was taught to interested

technicians to familiarize ihem with the theory of

operation of the timing system.

Fast-Protect (FP) System

The FP system is hardware which can quench the

proton beam rapidly in the event of a beam spill.

The FP chassis required for the 211-MeV beam teat

were installed and put into operation. The perform-

ance of the FP system during the 211-MeV teat sug-

gested some minor modifications. These changes

were made in all FP chassis and the drawing package

was updated. Installation of the FP chassis in the

remaining sectors is in progress and should be com-

pleted early next quarter.

Run-Permissive (RP) System

The RP system Is hardware which can inhibit

the beam upon detection of any abnormality which

might causa a beam spill. The checkout of the RP

system for Sectors B and C was completed. The sys-

tem performed as specified for the 211-MeV beam test.

Checkout of the system In Sectors D through H la in

progress.

A modification to the SP system for Injector

A was designed and Installed. The change facili-

tates the selection of timing sources and makes it

easier for the operators to determine when the beam

transport system is ready to accept beam in the

chosen operating mode.

Personnel Safety System

The LAMPF personnel safety system includes key

banks, door interlocks, warning systems, and the

interconnections of these systems to the FP and the

RP systems.

The key-release panel and tiare-delay relay In

CCR were wired permanently and checked out both in

the 201-MHz and the truck access areas. Extensive

modifications were made to the Sector A personnel

safety system to allow more flexibility in operating

the 201-MHz rf stands during 5-MeV beam tests.

The personnel safety systen in Sectors B and

C was put into operation prior to the 211-MeV test.

A modification was made in Sector C to incorporate

the service lift into the system. The time-delay

chassis and status panels were installed in Sectors

D through H. All NIM chassis for the system were

received. Device-installation was started in Sector

D. The drawing package waa brought up-to-date.

The final design was completed for the Injector

B personnel safety system. Preliminary wiring dia-

grams were started. The first diagram to be com-

pleted covered cabling, and the information was trans-

cribed to punched cards for listing.

Radiation Safety System

The radiation safety system has two purposes:

personnel and machine protection. Personnel protec-

tion is provided by area monitors, air-activity moni-

tors, and fast-acting neutron monitors; machine pro-

tection is provided by fast-acting beam-spill radia-

tion monitors.

A comprehensive area monitoring system was put

into operation for the 211-MeV beam test. The £ivt

detectors of the portable area monitor system wart:

located in modules 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12. Ten area

monitors acquired as excess equipment were installed

over appropriate 805-MHz waveguide shafts. Two new

monitors which are part of the permanent area moni-

tor system for Sectors B and C were calibrated and

installed.

During the calibration of the permanent aims

monitors it was noted that the detector output was

not linear with dose rate above 100 R/h. This fact

did not jeopardise the use of the monitors in ten*

211-MeV tests, but it did require further study.

The problem was traced to two elements of the



system —the detector and the electrometer circuit.

An investigation of the detectors (ionization cham-

bers) disclosed that they had developed leaks. A

comparison with other detectors which were holding

the advertised 4 atm showed that even the pressur-

ized chambers were not saturating in full-scale

radiation fields. This defect was ascribed to out-

gassing of an epoxy insulator within the chamber.

(A small part of the loss was known to result from

the use of air rather than nitrogen as Che filling

gas.) To test this hypothesis a chamber was evac-

uated to lOu and baked at 100°C for three days. It

was then filled with 4 a tin of dry nitrogen arid pre-

pared for testing. The results will be available

early next quarter.

In a parallel investigation the charge-to-

pulse-rate converter in the electrometer circuit

was found to be out of adjustment. In fact, the

circuit could not be aligned satisfactorily over the

5-decade range. An analysis of the electronics

revealed several interdependencies which gave rise

to the drifting zero point. A new electroaeter

circuit was devised which eliminates this drift and

is far easier to adjust. The new circuit is all

solid state except for two electrometer tubes.

Solid-state electrometer nodules were obtained for

testing. The results look promising. When a de-

sign is complete, it will be laid out on a printed*

circuit card which will directly substitute for the

original circuit.

The beam spill monitor system was installed

and checked through nodule 12 prior to the 211-HeV

test. Since that tine, the remainder of the power

supplies, nodules, and detectors for the system

have been received. Fart of the station units were

delivered but the reminder are being held up tem-

porarily for lack of parts. All of the equipneut

on hand has been bench-tested to verify its opera-

tion. The contractor has completed the wiring

through Sector F. This wiring has been verified

through Sector D. The Installation of components

is couplet* through Sector C except for nodule 14

vhare the temporary shield wall interferes. The

bean spill detector for Tank 1 was permanently

located following completion sff the Butt-Line»Zero

mace.

Accelerator tests have been scheduled for

evening hours to nveld conflict with contractor

operations downstream. To provide nore test tine

and to protect contractor personnel from radiation

generated by activities induced during the tests, it

was decided to construct a temporary shield wall in

the beam channel between nodules 14 and 15. To pro-

vide information for the design of the temporary

shield wall, the neutron flux and spectrum downstream

from the 211-MeV beam stop were measured by seven

different sensors at six different positions. From

these results, a required wall thickness of 15-17 ft

of ordinary concrete was calculated. A compound wall

of steel and magnetite concrete was designed to keep

the total thickness to % 10 ft. Installation work

was started 18 October and was scheduled to take two

weeks.

Auxiliary Systems

Communications System

The LAMPF Communications System includes inter-

phone, paging, telephone, and FH radio services.

The retrofitting of the Communications System with

modifications to simplify its operation and improve

its performance was begun and Is now t 90Z complete.

This task was accomplished without affecting communi-

cations except for a two-day shutdown. The following

list of improvements is representative of the work

done. Two new guard lines were established and two

new interarea channels were set up. The front

panel of the interphone units was simplified. Four

new interphone units were added in the Injector area.

The choke in the loading coils was replaced by t*lun

to reduce cross-talk and provide Increased talking

power. The filtering in the loading coils and paging

interface units was increased to eliminate quiescent

noise. Provisions were made for using batteries to

provide backup power for the entire system. The

polarity of the output keying line was changed to

allow for special combinations of areas to be paged.

A small number of prototype headsets with amplifiers

for high ambient noise areas were built and are being

evaluated..

Progress on the Laboratory-Office Building

(LOB) General Announcement Systcn was limited by the

availability of the crafts. The trunk-line wiring

is complete. The paging console Is built and checked.

The electronics cabinet i» Installed and the wiring

is * SOX complete.

An Inventory was nnde of the equipment avail-

able for the Experimental Communications System. It

showed that only the Interphone stations (with



headsets and speakers an required) were lacking. A

work order covering the fabrication of these atatlona

is being prepared.

Video System

The function of the video system ia to pro-

vide a means for automatic and manual switching of

signals from the accelerator to CCR for display on

one or more oscilloscopes. Moat of the problems en-

countered during Initial operation of the video eya-

tem have been corrected, particularly those associ-

ated with the signal conditioners.

The first Increment of modules for the video

system beyond 211 MeV was received. Installation of

the remainder of the system will begin next quarter.

TV System

The LAMPF TV System facilitates the monitoring

of accelerator operations and provides acceas sur-

veillance. Ttie installation and checkout of the

operational TV system for the accelerator waa com-

pleted.

Two 8-in. monitors acquired from NASA surplus

were reconditioned and installed in CCR: one to

serve for accelerator access TV and the second for

Experimental Area access TV. A nine-position selec-

tor switch was installed to allow selection of cam-

eras at any of the nine acceas polnta.

Access surveillance cameras were installed,

tested, and placed In operation It Sectors B and C.

The surveillance cameras In the beam channel wers re-

located for the 211-MeV test. After construction of

the temporary shield wall, the cameras were moved

again to provide unobstructed coverage of the beam

channel.

A three-coordinate mount for translational

control of a TV camera was designed, fabricated,

assembled, and tested.

Experimental Area Computers

Delivery of the first two PDP-11 computers

for the LAMPF data-acquisition system is still

scheduled for November. A preliminary decision waa

made to utilise the manufacturer'* disk operating

systam (DOS) as the basic module of the progressing

system. The documentation for DOS waa studied to

aacertain the bast way to introduce interrupt ser-

vicing programs to handle the data-link, display,

and data-acquisition systems.

The problem of interfacing surplus magnetic

tape drives to PDP-11 computers was investigated.

This work resulted in a specification for a control-

ler which will make the surplus tape drlvea perform

in a manner fully compatible with the standard tape

drives manufactured by the Digital Equipment Corpora-

tion (DEC). This approach takes full advantage of

the DEC software. A request for quotation was issued

to several companies which design computer interface

gear. The responses are due on 1 December.

The LAMPF Terminal computer will be linked to

the LASL Central Computing Facility (CCF) by a high-

speed data link. After discussions with LASL's com-

puting division (C-Division), it was decided to

adopt their Interface hardware in order to save

development costs. Depending on the requirements for

Internal data llnkj, the nodules will be designed by

LAMPF personnel, but housed in the C-Division hard-

ware. Testing of integrated circuit line drivers/

receivers was begun to determine their potential use-

fulness for the internal data links.

The Interfacing of a surplus line printer Co

the Slgma-2 computer was delayed by a lightning-

induced power transient which damaged the computer.

Considerable manpower had to be Invested In repairing

the damage. Three memory modules and several logic

cards were affected. The computer appear* to be

operational again. A request waa made for an Isola-

tion transformer to prevent this sort of accident in

the future.

CAMAC Prototype System

CAMAC hardware is being evaluated as a standard

for interfacing experiments to data-acquisition com-

puters at LAMPF. The experimental gear for a Compton-

proton experiment was Interfaced to a Hova computer

using commercial CAMAC hardware. The system was

functionally tested through a series of diagnostic

programs. During October, data was acquired sue-

ccuwfully and the system performed as designed. A

summary of this work is being prepared.

(fork continued on the design of a CAMAC branch

driver for the PDP-11. The requirements to take

data from a pulsed beam and simultaneously drive a

data link, a display device,, and perhaps other peri-

pheral equipment dictate that tha branch driver ha

a microprogrammed input/output processor (MIOP). The

design for an MIOP is 90X complete. All of the

special component* for a prototype were ordered and
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most have been received. Because the unit is rela-

tively complex (t< 10,000 vires), it will be fabrt-

CEited using LASL's wire-wrap machine. To support the

checkout phase, a manual, console will be built to

exercise the unit in various diagnostic modes. Feb-

ruary is the scheduled completion date for the

branch driver.

AT Measureaent Equipment

The scheme for optimizing the performance of

the first eight 805-MHz modules of the accelerator

is based on a measurement of the difference in time-

of-arrival at a point (AT) of protons with and with-

out acceleration. The equipment to perform the

measurement is expensive and has to be multiplexed

among the eight modules. The switching matrix to

perform the multiplexing was adapted from one

developed for the video system. The hardware was

designed, fabricated, installed, and tested. Draw-

ings and related documentation for the system were

prepared.

Magnet Power Supplies

The high-resolution proton spectrometer (KRS)

magnet power supplies were completely debugged and

made operational. One of the power supplies is

being used to power the EPICS prototype magnet; the

other is being used as a test for a cumber of dif-

ferent magnets. In order to Increase the versatil-

ity of this power supply, the control loop was

modified to be stable for a wide range of magnet

characteristics. The overall performance ic satis-

factory, but a long-ten regulation test has yet to

be performed.

In the Experimental Area, it will be necessary

to connect several magnets In series to the seme

power supply. Since 3oae of the magnets will re-

quire different current*, shunts will have to be

used to bypass current around magnets requiring

lower currents. This shunt will consist of a bank

of transistors under closed-loop control. A proto-

type of such a shunt was designed and built. During

a test of the prototype, a loop was closed and

stabilized around a Line X bending magnet and an

AcNe power supply. The electronics performed satis-

factorily and work started on a fiual design.

Printed-circuit cards for th« systsm were submitted

for drafting. An evaluation of transducers was

started.

Wire and Termination Records

The wire and termination records for the 805-

KHz portion of the accelerator are divided into three

categories: (1) wiring done by off-site contractors,

(?) wiring installed by contractors off-site, and

(3) wiring completad by HP-Division personnel. These

three sets of records for each system (e.g., water

system) are being combined into a single package.

Each oackage reflects the latest modifications and

additions to the system. The following 805-MHz sys-

tems have been updated and combined: vacuum, video,

run-permissive, RICE test, quad-magnet, steering-

magnet, tine-delay-command, and water. These com-

pleted sets are being distributed to the Operations

staff.



V. ACCELERATOR PHYSICS

The High-Intensity Injector Program

Ion Source

Extensive use of the Ion source has continued

during this quarter, mainly for the LAMPF accelera-

tor tests. The source In use during this period is

Model Ilia, Fig. 8, p. 33, LA-4753-MS (MEP Program

Status Report for the period ending July 31, 1971).

It was installed in the Y& dome on 22 July 1971,

and has been operating with the same aperture, No.

11, and the same cathode, CT-2, for the past three

months (604.2 h). On 12 August 1971, a spacer ring

vas inserted into the extractor electrode aperture,

reducing the hole size from 2.0 to 1.6 cm. This

assembly of source parts is designated as Nark Ilia/

11/CT2/1.6: Indicating the source body/aperture

number/cathode/extractor insert. The plasma aper-

ture is sinijlar to that shown in Fig. 7, p. 31,

IA-4692-MS (MEP Program Status Report for the period

ending April 30, 1971), except that the radial ex-

tent of the Iron lip is 0.040 in. instead of 0.025

in.

The source had been modified to provide for

feeding the hydrogen gas through the side vail into

the space between the plasma aperture and Che inter-

mediate electrode.. Provision alao had been made

for ii pressure transducer line through the aide vail.

This modification is ahom in Fig. 8, p. 33, LA-

4753-MS. Sas lines, valves, and pressure trans-

ducers were provided so that the hydrogen could be

fed into either the arc charter or the plasma-aper-

ture intermediate-electrode region, the latter being

through the aide vail. Mo differences in behavior

were detected for the two hydrogen feed paths, con-

trary to expectations. Differencea in extracted

curitnt for a givsn gas flow rate and hydrogan

pressure were looked for and not found. Alao, no

difference vas aeen in the proton fraction upon

changing fro* one to the other hydrogen feed paths.

The side hydrogen-feed and presaurs-trans-

ducer attachment have mechanical operational ad-

vantages; however, cathodea can be chanted without

disconnecting the gas llr.es, and the magnet ceil

can be changed without bringing the column up to

atmospheric pressure. Bo insulator la required In

the hydrogen feed lioo. Ttw preaoura transducer la

at ground potential and thua leu vulnerable to

vacuum sparks in the column; with the gas lines on

the side walls, cumbersome gas line and pressure

attachments, hanging on the cathode back piste, are

avoided.

A test was made with the HaBtings-RaydiBt flow-

meter on the low-pressure (̂  200y) side of the

palladium leak instead of the high pressure l"» 1 atm)

side. The response tine is faster, 10 instead of

40 min, and there is no intermediate reverse indica-

tion. However, response is still not as fast as

desirable. Alao, the flow rate on the low-pressure

side was one-third that on the normal high-pressure

side. The flowmeter is still useful, even with the

slow response time, as a means of checking changes

in plasma aperture size.

750-kV Accelerating Column

The new network for measuring beam current to

the extractor electrode has been modified to give

better protection agalast arc-downs. Transients

cauaed large irreversible changes in the resistance

of the 1/2-H resistors aaapllng the extractor cur-

rent and extractor voltage. Both were replaced with

10-W power resistors shunted by 90--V spark gape.

The fragile, glass-encased Glaacmike capacitors were

replaced at the same time with similar ceramic-en-

cased capacitors as a precaution against breakage.

Another problem which waa corrected aaa the

erratic behavior of the extractor voltage readout.

This was traced to the 400-MQ extractor voltage

divider being nonlinear a* 50 kBi, the ripple fre-

quency of the extractor power aupply. The 1-pf

shunt capacitance acroas the 400-H0 portion wae

sufficient to increase the ripple voltage two order*

of magnitude across the sampling resistor. This

problem was eliminated by placing a 5-JIF filter

cepacitor across the output. There have been no

further problems with the extractor electrode net-

work in tne two months since these changes were made.

The electron trap installed in front of the

last electrode of the accelerating tubs baa resulted

in algnificant reduction of x-ray rudiatlon outside

the Faraday cage. Xadiatloo was reduced an order of

magnitude in the 30-90 nA beaa currant range with

-10 kV cm the trap electrode provided by a aeparatc

power supply. The trap presents s potential barrier

of at least 2.* W tc stop any electrons from enter-

log and backstreamlng up the accelerating tubs.
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Figure 8 shows tne x-ray radiation measured out-

side the Faraday cege as a function of the total

beam current extracted from the accelerating tube.

Vhe minimum radiation level was obtained over a

20-mA region of beam current, just below the 66-mA

design current level for the tube. The design cur-

rent approximates the space-charge conditions for

which the Fierce column was designed to produce a

planar beam.

IM-
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PIERCE ANODE MAS
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ELECTRON TRAP
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EXTRACTOR APERTURE
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Fig. 8. X-ray radiation measured as a function of
total extracted current.

Radiation ia hi&h at low b«aii current because

(1) space-charge loading in the Pierce column is in-

sufficient to i-'iep the beam planar and (2) the plaa-

aa surface is concave. Both factors cause the bean

to converge to a waist, After whftch it expands and

strikes subsequent Pierce electrodes. This Smocks

out electron* which backstream up the tube, produc-

ing x rays on impact.

At high beam current, spacer-charge forces over-

come the Pierce focusing and, also, the plasma sur-

face bacoaes convex; tbe bcaa diverges and strikes

the electrodes, again resulting la x rays. Her*,

current to che extractor rises sharply. Botwwer,

because of the difference in energy of the bsefc-

streaming electrons, the incrense In radiation is

probably due to the divergent beam striking the

other electrodes, as shown by the increase in elec-

tron trap current.

Correlation between the radiation and current to

the electrodes is also shown in Fig. 8. The electron

trap current is a measure of the beam current to all

electrodes except the extractor electrode. It is

obtained from a wide-band current transformer on the

lead between the trap electrode and its power supply.

Stray beaa current to the electrodes is capaciiively

coupled between electrodes and bypassed to ground at

.the electron trap power supply rather than going to

ground through the bleeder resistor string. Since

the extractor draws no current at low beaa current

levels, radiation here cannot be caused by back-

atreaming electrons t"ro« this electrode.

The above experiment was conducted with the

extractor electrode aperture reduced from 2.0 to 1.6

ca diam by means of a replaceable insert. The pur-

pose of this insert was to intercept divergent ions

at tha extractor Instead of letting them strike sub-

sequent electrodes of tbe accelerating tube at much

higher energy. Although Fig. 8 shows zero current

to the extractor electrode at lower beam currents,

it should be noted that there was a considerable

amount of noise on the telemetered signal. Currents

up to 0.3 mill could go undetected in the noise. If

future measurements using noise reduction techniques

show that this current is actually zero, use of a

smaller extractor electrode aperture might be de-

sirable.

It is important to recognise that a stall

spreading of the beam i* to be expected during the

31-cm run in the column from the Pierce anode to the

electron trap electrode, even under "exact" Piercs

space-charge loading. The transit time through the

accelerating column Is 7.6 x 10°8 cec. The mmrlmimi

radial velocity expected is % 2 x 10* c*/scc; this

velocity was estimated from pepper-pot amietance

measurements. Hitb. the transit tine in the column,

the beam envelope obtains e radial increment of 1.6

mm at the exit of the column; resulting beam radius

Is Chen 8.6 ma.

Accelerating Column Arc-Powua

There is a definite correlation between the

nigs radiation level, doe to electron backstrcasUag,

and tbe frequency of arc-downs. To ellmlmate un-

ascemary arc-downs, baas ewfsMi: is niwii rapidly
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through the low beam current (high radiation region)

to the Pierce design current.

Although arc-downs cause little problem at the

present low beam power operating conditions, the

sparking process in the accelerating column is still

being studied to reduce the arc-down rate at full

beam power. Sparks studied i:his period were under

normal beam current conditions as compared to those

in the previous period, when the beam current was

Increased until arc-down occurred.

The experimental approach followed in this

study is to obtain pertinent information only over

the short time interval bracketing the arc-down.

This Is accomplished with a Biomatlon 610 Transient

Recorder in the pre-trigger recording mode that

allows one to capture and record signals just prior

to an interesting event. The Instrument is set to

continually store incoming information electroni-

cally and discard it after a chosen time interval,

i.e., 2 msec in this case. By using the arc-down

as a trigger signal with suitable delay, lnforaa-

tlon over a 2-msec Interval bracketing the arc-down

can be continually replayed, thus giving a contin-

ually reinforced signal on a scope. Since this in-

strument has differential input, it is possible to

superimpose the arc-down signal on the same trace.

Figure 9 shows a scope trace of a 200-usec cluing

pulse whore arc-down occurred just at the end of

the pulse. Figure 10 shows another 200-usec timing

pulse whore arc-down occurred about 125-usec afeor

the start of the pulse.

**c-dovn * 20 usae after end of 200-uscc
tiaint pulse.

Fig. 10. Arc-down >v 12S usec after start of
200-usec timing pulse.

These photos were also used to confirm arc-

down tices measured from a time-interval meter.

With this technique, tine to arc-down from start of

the pulse is determined by subtracting (1) the

measured time between arc-down and the start of the

nest timing pulse from (2) the time between pulses.

Agreement has been excellent. When arc-down occurs

between pulses, time-interval measurements will he

necessary since no pulse will appear in the photo-

graphs for timing reference.

Arc-down photos have also been taken of arc

voltage, arc current, beam current, and the radia-

tion profile during en* beam pulse. Figure 11 shows

the radiation profile fro* a SOO-usec beam pulse

during arc-down. The negative arc-down pulse is

shown at the center of the screen and occurs about

250 usec (1,25 divisions) after the start of the

pules E S shown by the increase in radiation.

Observations to dace show that essentially all

arc-dovns at 60 and 120 pj>» are beast-induced (here

defined as arc-downs occurring within 1000 usec

after the start of the beas pulse). At very lew

repetition rates (e.g., 3.75 pps) arc-downs are

rare, and a ouch mailer percentage is bean-induced.

Accelerating Column Beam Transport

The 75C-k*V proton accelerating coluan was

originally designed on the basts of a zero ealetance

bsKB. ?hu«, when accelerating a real bean at the

designed current, one should expect the beam to

diverge slightly du* to beam calttanc«. Calculations

have been made to take Into account the beam diver-

gence due * > a finite enlteance so that corrections
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Fig. 11. Radiation profile during a 500-usec beam
pulse. Arc-down Is shown by negative
pulse at center of screen, 250 psec (1.25
divisions) after start of pulse. Radia-
tion reached 7 R/h just before arc-down.

to the accelerating column voltage gradients can be

applied to reduce beam losses. The equation used is

that derived previously in the MEP Program Status

Report for the period ending January 31, 1971,

LA-4639-MS, p. 40.

* Rx

where R is the mis value of the x position of the
x 2

particles, E is the rms emittance squared and is

considered a constant of the system (implies linear

forces), and F (t) is the x component of the force

constant per unit Bass and includes both external

forces and beam self-induced forces. This time-

dependent equation is transformed to a z direction

(axial) dependent equation by the velocity relation-

ship,

dz - v dt.

Thus,

F(z)
0.

The forces involved in the "exact" Pierce con-

figuration are all linear and can be characterized

by F • r for the space-charge effect and by

F , • r for the focusing forces caused by the
col

column electrodes. By inserting the x component of

these force constants into the equation, the follow-

ing is obtained:

R" -
x

Fcol<z>J • \

X Z Z

In the "exact" theory, the first two terms are

assumed to be zero, and a solution to the remainder,

F (z) + F (z) = 0, leads to the V =• V z4/3 po ten-
se1-- col "' " ' o"

tial distribution law inside the beam and to the

electrode configuration outside the beam. By using

a perturbation approach, while still maintaining a

"parallel" beam, that is, R1^ = 0, the emittance

term can be equated to a change in the space.-charge-

force term,

r.

where X » 6.52 x 10J I/V for protons. The current,

I, is measured in amperes and the voltage, V, is

measured in volts. The beam radius is r . As X is
o

a function of both I and V, we have,

(3X/3v)dV.

By uaing this equation, the column parameters can be

matched at two convenient places, i.e., the 750-keV

column exit and the extractor electrode.

The corrections are based on a beam enittance

of 1.5IT cm-mrad at 750 keV. Using the zero emittance

designed current of 56 mA and the extractor voitage

of 27 kV, the calculated corrections are dl » -4.66

mA and dV - -1.22 kV. Thus, the new extractor

voltage should be 25.8 kV, and the 100Z proton cur-

rent should be 51.3 mA. By taking into account the

species ratio of H+/H2
+/H3

 + - 757/202/5%, the total

current is reduced to 45.7 mA and the corresponding

proton current is 34.4 BVA. It should be pointed out

that these calculations provide for an rms "parallel"

bean and do not imply that the trajectories of the

outermost particles are parallel; soae may, in fact,

diverge.

The rns entittance has been defined by E 2 »

(V 2 - R Z)R 2 ±n tne above mentioned reference. It

is interesting to derive this function from a dif-

ferent approach to appreciate its physical signifi-

cance. Consider a beau of zero emittance, whose rms

position end velocity are respectively R and R .

Consider further the beam to be ideal, ihat is, all

trajectories are laminar and •'±/*-i - R /K . The

added kinetic energy needed to form a beam of finite



emittance having the same rms values, but not other-

wise restricted, is given by

KE

KE

From the definition of R 2 * r
X a

V 2 • — y. x.2, the above equation reduces to

KE

Thus the rms emittance is directly related to the

added kinetic energy associated with the departure

of the beam from ideal (straight-line configuration

in phase space). It Is tempting to associate this

added kinetic energy with an elevated beam tempera-

ture, 1/2 kT. Similar equations should be valid for

the y and z components.

Beam Transport System

Work has been continued in correlating observed

and calculated beam emittance patterns in the high-

intensity proton beam line. The results of these

studies are presented in detail in another report.

It has been found that a variety of beams transported

to EMS can be matched to a specified admittance at

the input of the drift-tube linac. The experience

obtained from these matching studies indicates that

the tuneup procedure that should be used for estab-

lishing a desired beam to the linac is to measure

the emittence at station (EM3) and then to calculate

the gradients required for the final doublets to

match this beam to the linac. using this procedure,

beams have been matched to the linac that have

resulted in over 16 mA of accelerated beam for an

input beam current of 23 mA.

Experiments have been started to study the

effect of scraping the halo from the beam at various

points along the bean line; slits capable of dis-

sipating full beam intensity have been obtained

and will be installed this coming quarter.

Experiments are also being planned to measure beam

parameters at the exit of the column during the

expected shut down this next quarter. The initial

quadruplet will be removed, and pepper-pot and view-

ing screen measurements will be carried out directly

at the column exit.

Work was initiated this quarter to study the

problem of obtaining small beam currents at the

entrance of the linac to provide suitable beams for

initial turn-on of various experiments. Initial ex-

periments have been caxried out to determine the

range of currents that can be easily set up and trans-

ported to the linac with the existing elements in

the transport system. The ion source was not varied

in these experiments, although an additional order of

magnitude reduction in current can be achieved (at

low duty factor operation) by reducing the current

extracted from the source. Turning off the focusing

lenses in the transport line reduces the current by

a factor of 15 but results in a nonsyametric con-

verging emittance pattern at EK3. By inserting inter-

mediate slits at EM2, a reduction of current by a

factor of 106 was echieved; the limit of this measure-

ment was determined by the sensitivity of the

oscilloscope used. Subsequent tests showed that a

better mode of operation was to turn off only those

lenses upstream of the slits and to leave the down-

stream lenses (TAQLO2) set at their normal values.

The emittance patterns observed at EM3 were more

nearly symmetrical and diverging, as shown in Figs.

12 and 13. By progressively inserting slits at EH2,

the size of the pattern and the current transmitted

were reduced without significant change in the

orientation or shape of these beam patterns. It is

expected that this mode should permit easier match-

ing to the linac. This method, however, does imply

a reduction in emittance as the beam current trans-

ported is reduced. Work is continuing on this prob-

lem.

Studies on the Beau Dynamics of the High-Intensity
Proton Beam Line in the Injector Complex of LAMPF,
B. Goplen and R. R. Stevens, Jr. (To appear as an
LA Report at a later date.)
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Fig. 12. Horizontal phase-space pattern for a
1.9-mA proton beam at EM3 produced by
scraping an unfocused beam at EM2.

Fig. 13. Vertical phase space pattern for a
1.9-mA proton beam at EM3 produced by
scraping an unfocused beam at EM2.

The H" Injector Program

Cockcroft-Walton (C-H) Power Supply

The mechanical installation of. the C-H unit

was completed. The motor-generator set was also

installed and operated at no-load. Other than a

minor modification to the motor-mounting tripod,

the tests were satisfactory. Shaft vibration was

much less than 1/16 in., so dynamic balancing of

the shaft will not be necessary.

The electrical installation of the control

racks is nearing completion, and the high-voltage

tests will soon follow. Operation of the C-W will

be from the pit location; remote operation from ICR

must await completion of inter-room wiring.

H~ Ion Source

A complete set of drawings and 3 billet of

Ferrovac-E iron for the Mark IIIc ion source were

turned over to the LASL shops in mid-October. The

parts ordered are those of the main body of the ion

source for the H~ injector. The Mark IIIc source

body is interchangeable with the Ilia and Illb used

in the H* injector. The Mark III sources have an

8-l/8-in.-diam body with a 9-in. O-ring shoulder

diameter to fit the similar 4 + and H" double cones.

Mating surfaces for the Plasma Apert'^e and Pierce

anode parts are the same for the Mark Ilia, b, and

c sources except that tolerances have been tightened

for Mark IIIc with decimal specifications for better

lnterchangeability of aperture and anode parts and

to eliminate possible differences in the behavior of

sources.

The Mark Ilia source was modified to provide

side wall-passages for the hydrogen feed lines and

an arc "chamber" pressure transducer attachment.

A shrink-fit vacuum seal will be used between

the intermediate electrode iron and its copper cool-

ing jacket. This design involves a multiple-step

assembly process including BT brazing of a copper

segment to an outside cylindrical surface, match-

ing the cylindrical side wall of the iron part of

the intermediate electrode. The cylindrical outer

surface of the iron is copperplated and machined

to fit into the matins surface of the copper jacket

when the iron is cooled in liquid nitrogen. X.t

stretches the copper jacket just beyond its elastic

limit when it warms up to normal temperatures. A

model made up in this way provided a vacuum .seal

with no detectable leak.

The billet of Ferrovac-E will be used to make

the Mark IIIc source. This is a gas-free, high-

purity iron produced by melting and purifying electro-

lytic iron under high vacuum. Inclusions are mini-

mized, magnetic saturation is high (21,600 6 ) , per-

meability is good, and coercive force is low. Scae

voids were detected in the billet by radiography,

but it is hoped that these can be avoided in the

fabrication; otherwise the voids will be closed by

pii' ging and welding.
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H~ Source Development —Charge»Exchange Canal

The program for Che H~ source development this

quarter consisted of three main experiments and a

major overhaul of the test facility. The experi-

nencs were: beam envelope profile observations,

calorimetric measurement of the H° beam, and H" cur-

rent o-easureoents with various extraction geometries.

These experiments have not yet resulted in a signif-

icant improvement in the source performance, but

have led to an improved understanding of the design

problems.

Dean profile ma/ be easily observed by inserting

a scintillating medium into the beam. For the beam

In the charge-exchange canal, a pressure of i u of

hydropen is sufficient to produce easily visible

scintillation for a 15-keV, O.S-sA beam. Exchange

canal windows that had been used far pressure mea-

surements were covered with glass, asking it pos-

sible to see the beam width at two places In the

6-in.-long canal. This proved interesting, so •

special canal was constructed with a window down the

full length and a cap at the exit to maintain con-

stant pressure in the canal for uniform scintilla-

ting purposes. This revealed that the beam wa« al-

most as parallel as ealttance would allow for low

extracted currents (Fig. 14), with an increasing

size at higher currents. The most interesting

phenomenon vas the visual demonstration of space-

charge neutralization by electrons In the canal.

The canal is electrically separate frco the extrac-

tor and is biased positive to trap electrons and

prevent then fro* going back to the source, When

this bias voltage was reduced below t> 900 V, the

bean size abruptly increased to maxima size and

the power supply current approximately doubled. Tht

interpretation is that electrons were no longer

tr&pped and hence the beam rapidly diverged because

of the space-chevge forces.

A series of measurements ves made with a three-

electrode structure in piece of the previously used

two-electrode «odei. As shown in Fig. IS, the ex-

tractor and anode were the saae, but the snout Just

beyond the extractor could be biased to Cry to elim-

inate the extractor apurture effect at the pJUisaa

surface. The canal was again biased to era? «lee-

trons. Voltage breakdown prevented carrying out ex-

periments over the full voltage range desired, but

it was found possible to reduce extractor and snout

currents to 10% or less of the canal current al-

though the canal current was only half the antici-

pated amount. Further investigation of the triode

is planned with closer spacing than was possible

with this preliminary test. A computer program

i^ICIS) capable of calculating beam trajectories in

the presence of arbitrary cylindrical electrodes has

been obtained from LRL where it was successfully

used to design high-current sources. This code will

be used to investigate the triode design.

Pig. 14. Photograph of hydrogen beaa profile in
charge-exchange canal.

EXTRACTOR

SOURCE

Fig. IS. Schematic drawing of triode source.

A calorinetric measurement of H° beam, power

was mode to attempt to understand the low IT cur-

rents thus far achieved. The H° beaa impinged on a

copper disk eha£ vas attached to the vacum chamber

with a thin coppci rod of known thermal conductivity.



Temperatures at either snd of Che rod were deter-

mined by aeasureoene of the resistance of calibrated

thermistors. Unfortunately, these tests did not

allow for simultaneous H" oeasureaent, but the naxl-

oum recorded H° beaia was only 6.3 a•^^ Two conclu-

sions can be drawn: First, the H° current at low

extracted current Is within a factor of two of the

expected value. This is reasonable in view of prob-

able aessureaent Inaccuracies. Second, it seems

likely that canal current Is not being properly

measured. Reworking the system to psrmit sloulea-

oeous calorleetric measurements of all currents

seems desirable. One ctn conclude Chat Che M° and

H~ current measurements sre mutually coepatlble, and

that either full proton current is not extracted

from che ion source or else it rapidly diverges and

It loat in the canal.

Keasurcmeacs were made with five different ex-

traction geometries. Design of the original anode

and extractor was based on a ccsputer code later

discovered to be in error. While waiting to get the

HICIS code, a sec of electrodes was made based on a

staple tero-space-charge mode. Internal source

•hertlng and pump failure probably partially invali-

date the results given in Table I, but there appears

Co be a clear preference for the S2.S°/30° design

('half-cone cngles for anode and extractor) elec-

trodes derived fro* the staple calculations.

The 1000 liter/see ion pump developed a pro-

gressively largar crack in a weld which finally was

large enough to adult 1 atm c«3/mli> and prevent pump

operation. Flaking problems in the putp helped mask

this difficulty, and a good deal of d e c was spent

locating this failure and in repairing bad seals in

the toots blower roughing system. The ion pump has

been disassembled, reweldcd, and acid-dip-cleaned to

try to elimttiste persistent pump troubles. At the

same time, the stand has been reworked so that the

pump aay be closed off from che ion source with an

8-ln. gate valve when changing the N~ experimental

configuration. These changes snd repairs should

greatly decrease pump-down time from tb* hours or

days experienced recently.

A development recently reporced by workers in

the fusion research field is being examined for

poeslble use wish che LAI9F H~ source. Extraction

sad plasma grids cf * IHBB thickness, with care-

fully designed and aligned apertures, have been used

on sources producing, for example, 1-kV deuterium

beams with 1-A dc-beam current. Each aperture is

designed to produce a parallel beam, and the sum of

the individual beams *s then roughly * uniform den-

sity large bean. The advantage of the grids Is that

by close-spacing, very high fields can be produced

to extract high currents. Also the charge exchange

in the gap can be expected Co drop In proportion to

gap length. The grid syseea la being reviewed to

see if the LAMPF beam power, pulsing, current den-

sity, and osittttnee requirements are compatible with

such an approach.
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H" AcceleraeiwE Column

lite dome vacuum manifold and adjustable stand

for supporting the manifold and column att«i completed.

The targe cones for cantilever support of the accel-

erating tube arc near completion. Fabrication of the

double cone assembly should scut soon.

•ending of the accelerating tube was delayed

when bond tests on samples showed low tensile

strength. This wss traced to poor sample-jigging

and warped titanium discs. Bonding of the accelera-

ting tube will comMiaee shortiy now thai this uncer-

tainty has been removed.

H" Beam Transport System

The construction of the K" beam transport system

h*p continued this quarter. The three bending mag-

nets ht't been tested and are ready for Installation

on tha beam line. The quadrupole magnets have been

fabricated and are due to arrive early in November.
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All the povar supplies for thaaa aagneta hava now
been procured; seating, and installation of these
unit* will begin next quarter. The installation of
the flrat part of thle beaa Una will fee dona early
In Daceaber; the remainder of the b e n line will be
completed after the ten source and eoluan are in-
stalled. Th* daalgn and fabrication of the beaa-
line hardware are proceeding on schedule, and fab-
rication should ba completed next quarter.

Accelerator Operations
Electron Prototypa Accelerator (EPA)
The EPA waa scheduled for 1120.25 h of experl-

aental baa* tiae during this quarter. Of this clae,
besa was available for 802.73 h and waa uaed for
701.25 h. Operational parforaanca was as follows:

laaa On
Productivity

Reliability

Sean Available
N i l Available

Scheduled Sara Tiaa

87.4J

- 71.7*

Operational Efficiency - _ g a | S _ _ - «2.«

Unscheduled dountlae waa 412.23 h, with the rf
window problem accounting for on*-third of this
total.

This quarter saw th* cfmaletton of scheduled
baas tiae for a nuaber of c^eriaeats, including
th* Proten-Coapton Effaet «sparlaent, tha e-e* ex-
periaent, tha photofianlon •icperlaaae*, and activa-
tion analysis experlaents.

The EPA targat tents for LAKFT are essentially
coapleted, with one run scheduled for Movmfeer and
•nether in Dacaabar.

The next quarter will n r k t£a and off opera-
tions at EPA, and seas preparations for the lapend-
ing shut-down are under May.

U s Aiaaoa Mason Piwaica Facility (LAMP*)
Accelerator
Injector A {hlgb-inttnalty proton injector) waa

scheduled for 743 b of operation during this report
parted. Of thin tine, 53 b w a n logged •• unsehed-
uled downtla*, and 82 h wars logged aa canceled
operations. Arsuei baa* tiaa used was 498 b. the
operational serforasnee of injector A is presented
below:

Injector Productivity >
Injector A tea* .. _
Injector A Ready " U'm

Injector Reliability -
Injector A Ready

Sched. 3aer.-Caneeled Tiae

Injector Efficiency -

Injector A Baaa
Sched. Opar.-Canceled Tiaa

Arc-Down Rate - <.*?%, • 0.S6/1;

88.51

75. IS

Tha drift-iuba linac (201-MRt nccalerator) waa
ecbeduled for 415 h, with no distinction in regard
to 3, 40. 70, or 100 MeV bsaa baloj; used. Of this
tiaa, 75 b wars unscbedulad downtliw aad 66 h were
canceled. The actual cases tlsa ustid was 218 h. The
operational perfotaanc* of tha drift-tuba linac la
presented belows

Productivity -

Reliability -

On
Beaa Ready

toady

82.3Z

Sched. Oper.-Cancalad Bafa
Efficiency •

On

75.W

Scbed. Oper.-Canceled laaa
Cro-lai
RFOn

- - 62.4X

Cro-Bar Rate - O.O37/b

Tha aide-coupled cavity accelerator (805-MRx
accelerator) was scheduled (or only 25.5 h, and of
this tiae, 12.5 h wars canceled. Of the 13 h re-
taining, 5 h were logged as beaa on.

This quarter saw tha initial operation of the
LAMPF accelerator at 211 He?. However, aoat of the
operation was ceafined to operccion at 5-100 Me? in
order to learn the accelerator characteristics at
these lower energy levels. Nora and aors tiae is
bains devoted to the tur»~o«a of the accelerator by
coaputer, as the Injector sad drift-twbcaccalerator
operations becoae routine.

It is interesting to analyse soas of the eaussn;
for unscheduled domtiaa and canceled opsrations, aa
is dofts in Table II. This analysis doss not cover
the entire quarterly report period, as ebs logging
procedure use net affective over the «ntir« tiae.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL. AREA

Facility Planning

The LANPP experimental area as presently plan-

ned is shown In Fig. 16. All of the buildings and

beam tunnels are either already built or are under

construction. The locations of conponents, targets,

and future facilities along Beam Line A to th« Beam

Stop have been established.

Fig. 16. Overall layout of the LAHPF experimental
areas.

The layout of secondary channeJe in Beaa Area A

has been Modified for more efficient use of the

available floor space. The new layout is shown in

Fig. 17. The positions of the Stopped Huon Channel

and the High Energy Pion Channel have been exchanged

froa the positions shown on earlier layouts.

The overall considerations are:

1) The layout accommodates the four permanent

channels without undue crowding, inflexi-

bility, or interference between neighbor-

ink beams.

2) Adequate room Is provided downstream from

Target A-l for a high energy pion sest beam

that can be operated independent of other

beams. Pion fluxes in the 105-106 sec'1

range can be obtained with a single bending

magnet and two small qundrupolc magnets.

3) The plans Include a parasite beam on the

Stopped Huon Channel foir essentially no

additional investment.

4) There is space in the northeast corner of

the building for on« additional perssn«nc

beam line, when construction of a third

target station can be Justified.

Fig. 17. Revised plan of secondary bossso in Area A.



A series of meetings bava baon bald to coordl-
net* the daaign progress of Baui Area A. Tha dtalgn
effort is being supplied by various task forces,
utility engineers aatl the beam U n a englneera for
tha aacondary channala.

Keatlnga hava baan held ar. waakly intervals and
will continue to ba *» needed.

Extensive daaign and drafting afforts bava bean
•Ed* to astabllah etandard layout drawings for com-
ponent installation, instrumentation, utilities, and
shielding. Tha experimental araa designers and
draftsmen hava also bean heavily involved In tba de-
velopment of beam targets and handling mechanism*,
ir. tha design of Merrimce and hot-call equipment,
and In secondary baas line layouts and magnet design.

Beam Area A la currently being used as a stat-
ing araa ler tha assembly of ttarrimac and tha zest-
ing of Magnets and powev supplies. Expansion of
facility services In thia araa has baan necessary to
support tha Increasing tasting efforts.

Beneficial occupancy of the switchyard ere* for
Line A and Line X was obtained this swath. The sur-
vey of the switchyard to astabllah "as-built" dimen-
sions, and to locate Areas A, i, and C accurately
with respect to tha 805-HU* bean line waa atartad
including, preliminary alignment work end establish-
ment of beaa line monuments. Contractor Installa-
tion of Phase II water lines is continuing along
with the alignment activity.

The Phase III contract is proceeding and that
installation of permanent shielding at Seat Stop A
has been started.

The Conceptual Design Report for the proposed
Isotope Production Facility extending to the north
at Beam Stop A has been completed. ABC approval of
tha report will allow the final assign of the facil-
ity to proceed.

Fund* have been receive-! for the pion U n a com-
ponents and easoeiatad shielding and equipment for
the Badiobiology and Therapy Research Facility. Fi-
nal design of tha beam line Us under way. At a
meeting of the Beam Line and Facility Subcommittee
of the LAMP* Biomedical Steering Committee a revised
layout of the propoaad building was eg?*** »pon.
Design criteria arc being developed by the planning
section of the LASL Engineering Department.

Baa* A r — B - Hudson Physics Laboratory (UK.)

Tha detailed beam design of tha aeutron produc-
tion line (Line B) was revise* once again to over-
coma tha poor field homogeneity of the PPA 12D24
magnet. In the new configuration, the bend angles
at D-8M-04 and LB-BM-05 taave been changed from 11*
and 21s to 16* each. Transport calculations show
the bees characteristics to be good and the magnate
will fit into the physical confines of the beam
tunnel.

Under tha new design, magnets LB-BK-04 through
-07 will be identical "C" magnets, and the PFA 12D24
magnet will not bo used. Magnets LB-Mf-M and «0S
will be nominally operated at 16 kC whereas LB-BM-06
and -07 will ba operated at 15 kS for BOO-MeV protons.
Bids for these magnate have been received end an or-
der is being plae*j Jsr five magnets (four in the
beam line plue one spare unfit). The possibility
that sll four Magnate can ba operated in series with
a single power supply of 280 ktf is being explored.
The fine trimming of each magnit would be accom-
plished by the use of current shunts, and the gaps
of LB-BK-06 and -07 would be Increased fro* 3 in. to
3.2 in. in order to make the currents approximately
cqufil for all four magnets.

The six quadrupole magnets for Line B (LB) am)
the External troeon Beam (EF) have been delivered.
The measurement of harmonic content of these quadri-
pole magnets will commence shortly. The FFA 12060
magnet to be installed at LB-BH-OB has bee* tested
for field homogeneity at 19.3 ftC and 6»in. gap. Tite
results showed this magnet to be acceptable for Its
intended service. The fabrication of a new pair oC
coils which would have higher resistance to radia-
tion damage is beift* considered.

The status of the Area B magnets is »}»wn on a
schematic layout of Area B, Fig. IS.

An actual beam test for the liquid deuterium
target has been scheduled for November 1971 et she
Electron Prototype Accelerator. There has been no
progreas on the polartte^ proton terget eryesta: Sr.
this quarter. Design criteria for the vacuum syat«m,
the magnet stands, asd fer rsdlatlon safety is the
Kucleon PhysJ.ci, Laboratory nave been siven to the
appropriate tusk forces for engineering action.
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t'ig. IB. Status at k*m Htm ••gnats in Ar«a i»

Area C - Proton

Reeeiu niton «w tits IRS ha* bc«n ditr«ec*d to-

ward <tetftgn and procuroBcnc ef the bean lint «agMta

and (wtfsr mifpl l«s. Extensive coaputer studies war*

jwils on the narrow quadruple Mgswt (5X-QB-12) end

she S7* bending Magnets ( l £ - S H - « , K-IM-OS). A 4a-

r«vl«tw eif s)»e SI* kcadlng n| iwe« lad to eh*

ad<i«ign «i r.besa 4agncu ts »*»« «n fafcrl-

ea?, Sen ee*i». Thts redtslgi; rasuliad In e»n»Wtr-

a^Ia a«l»y and the PEKT eefcedul« i« eufcwisiy k«tng

reworked in order to Klnintse the affect o» the COOP

pUnion data for gem t.Snc C.

Al l pawtir supplies n««dad for l a m t i n * C M A

the tfltS etfe either an Nnd or OR order. 3k* lugaat

stand sa*k force has scartad th* dasign of sh« var i -

ous iMgnat xcaittJ* and t^e VACUUM puapa lwv« bam

ordered.

The MtaKus of tfc* MtgMts lor i.tn« C ana ClM

IAS Is Indicated in r i g . 19. Th* approxlMt* po#l-

tiens of tlw s l i t * , steering aagnau* and IMHB <1*S-

nostlc »uUi<ar« proporelonal chaaWrs en Mns C are

Wg. 19. «r Area C afcowliig l*«atlo«
of law U H * C euaaciwnta.

•Iso Indicated. As sooa an the «a«et peattiess of
tltasa beasi dlaffwattc devices ara detttnMnad, eb«
fakr teat ton ef ttm vacwai ayatw to be *i«J for the
bow channel wi l l b* «tar tad.

The prablasa of baa* aanltorlag, bow P«sltie4i,
and t«a» Intensity have not boas coaplcttly solved.
tv» •osslbllitics for bean Intensity •filtering are
ewrrenely «Hd*r coaaideratlms « M I S to us* £ba
«**• tap as a Faraday cup, and in* other la to «*•
an ieaitation eheafcer just In front of the beaa d*»p-

OavclOfBent work for the beam atrlpaer required
at tim Jttnetlos of leaa idna» 1 and C la coetlmil^s.
Mean* of procuring graphic* toffm of wtffIciest mw-
k*r and six* for l " strl*plng «ir* • t i l l being isv*s>
elgaisd. Though th* technleues for Manufacturing
fy?o-c4£bon folia ic tvallabl* at LAM., *9 caamlt-
amit* hav* as y*t been obtained.



In th« aeaaelaa, a report has been vrit«*n locludlnt
all cha details oi cha betsa atrlppar work done at

and another report haa been vrietaa dacaillag
cha stripper requireasflcs (or U I M S B awl C.

After an excessive iJudy of tha acacceriBg
efcaaeeir It was agreed co design u d fabricate a pro-
totype all-aM£al slldlng->seal aechanlaa. This BSV
design will enable the epectreaecer co k« operated
ac -£tcreaaly Mall scattering an*.la*, without radia-
tion dotage. The design for cha xargac ci'iencaclen
aacHanlaa has bean flniiihad.

Fabrication at ch« two bending ascnaca for the
spectreaee«r Is proceeding without aajor difficulty.
Tha >aettinlec of cha acacl for ct» yoke la e*s«t-
cially finished and th» fabrication of cha v«euii»
ctaabars for both aagMits la eaaflaca. OtCflsuUlaa
is achieving ttw ra^ulrad •aehanteal c«laraacss hawa
eatasad a slifht dalay la apaccroaacar toil fabrlea-

H, hsuavar.

Several dlffarant eypaa of -Manacle timiu «Maa-

hawa baen mmiti an cha pratecyp* aagnae
uhleh baar on cha dastwt and OKaraclas of cN) IKS
and Inarg«tle Piar. CJwiwcl «i*» SaaccroMtar (ETICS)
syseaMt. Hagnaciucion CUT««S wara abulnad m d sha
ceta* affactiwa field Aangciti twa aaamrad both aa a
ftHwdon of cha lacaraA asxUtae eocrdinas* («)
«cre«s ih« Midtan flami, ami aa a function of ctta
cMittl indoetiOA fl«l<). All eoapenane* (1^, i ,

and i ) of cha SrinjJrjt f laid at both tha «jicr«n«ta
aid cha milt et tha «a|tMt v*ra «aa«trad la ardar ca
•revlda a daffHlcien at cha Induceleu field ton usa
la ray-tracing sf cha nccual conflguracioaa. tn
S«Mi£l, tt» f laid BcaiwscMiKs agraa with tha ptv
dlcciena ef ciw c«a-dUtaiwSe«tal coda "WISSCK."

fraliMlsary casta of ct>a H ^windings indieaca that a
f laid hewgaaalcy ef 1 p a n Is 10 can ba achicvad
cfereugh chair itsa.

Plow Chawwal and l*actra—t«r« W l O i )
Comtdudbla work was f«ic tew aaliahiet cfea

H»IC$ O » « M 1 design. As «ir*r «M» dlaoHrcrad 4a
chc daafgn raaercad prwlously, and sasa aedlfleatloa

1S. J. Liaka, "isvessHsatlofl of Cra»klta and Carbon
for Strip*!* tb» H" Ham J» UfflF," U-47>5-«,
Los Alaww Scientific Laboratory {Octeesr W 7 1 ) .

of th* adga eurvas for aaeh of tha Sour chanaal m*s~
aaca waa ra^ulrad. Tha corraccad daalga calls for
four diffarent sagnata with adgaa (hat ara slgaifJ-
caatly nenclrcular. Thla haa caused a dalay of
aparoxlaacalj* two oenchs In tha fabrication ot tn»
•agneta. sine* radas£gn wa* rayirad. Thtt ord«r tot
sha ataal and copper raw •aterfals for tbesa «tajtn*i*
was not aifa£tad by tba changes.

Pregtass haa baan «ada in cha ray-traeing
studias ef cha ssactroaatar. Tha dispersion section
has a calculated reaolucls* of - 2.S * 1©"* (foil
wider.) v Effort toward reducing thla to a value
etoser to tha design goal of 1 * 10" will continue
for a faw weak*, but It is plsnntd co satclc seen on
c "base design" and proceed with final «ngtn««rlns
of tha saaetroMter.

Calcufarltns snow that tha saactroaetar t«v?ui
aoadruaole trlplat will perf«rm satiafa^torlly, «nd
a design for a IZ-ta.-dSss alia, alliptical eusdru-
p o U haa baan f inishad. These aagnat« will ba put
oat on bll by early Mava»b«r.

Tha plan pr«duccl«m aagla accaycad by the chsn-
sci has b a « changed fee* 45* to i$*. This cHsng*
allows a two-fold tasravawmt in tha aien (lux. Tfc*
angular c««araga of tha second spaccreaetar ua* ceo-
protetsad seaawha?, wbll* she raeg* ai th* first
saaesraaacar has b*aw expanded. Tha angular rang*
discussed in she EflCS proposal «M* •aaawhat
cltttict £t is n»w believed that chc smaller
troaeiar can cover tna raaga fr«a 0-tS4#, and en*
cscand s»t!tcraaatar can ba used froa 0 t* - &$*, de-
pandiAg an tha design chosen.

Tha aadal aagnat fair tha EPICS particle separa-
tor haa baan revised to aeka ic a coaslacanc qusreer-
seal« co faclllcaca lasclng. Since this is a vary
difficult arablsa, ehe mgnac and fltm b«M K * b«ing
preclsieii-aachJMd. Tha aagnaic has baea «imaal«d
UBi pzecisisfl-fIliad to allow It co oaarata better
ovar tha wida ra*»® of field ra^uirad. A field coil
is baiag usad vbtch will produce raied flalds far
both a«das eit eparation of the sasarator.

Tka saaaratar design has bean changed to aatt«
It independent af Cha beaa U n a for mu» of reseval

2lntanwi C. P. to D. J. Uak», "a"
71lntan * ,

Strippers for ttmm • * C," dated Occobtxr 14, M 7 1 .

*n. A. nuassan *ni S. Sobocthi, NA rroposal Ccs
EPICSi A HigirttaaolutlaA »ton laaa and S»actYoa«t«r
Faclltcy far Nuclear Sct^ctura Msaaceli at U W f " ,
LA-4S34-NS, U s Almea Scientific Laboratory
(Seateabar 1970).
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during oaifttenastee. The flux box 1« « 76.5-ln. cube,

censtmceesi at l.S-in.-thick steel plates. Th« sep-

arator is iseunced on a heavy steel block which

slides into the t»» e» tracks and Corse on* wall of

the bos. 43>en the block is fully Inserted, tha sep-

arator Is aligned £>*Kween bea» linns which spun into

opposite walls oi she flux box. The beas enters the

fcost and (5,nsses between the separator electrodes be-

fore exiting zhrough the ether vail and continuing

along the otter teas line. The steel block fonts «

vaeuus seal with the flus bos as»i the entire integ-

er of the box ap«r«:«s -£i vacuu* or at lew gas pres-

sure. The block is th&efc enough to allow personnel

to diseesaeet the VACUUM seal and high voltage liaas

s*i<sly whan tk̂ e beaa is shut down. Vh*s the beaa is

turned on, additional shielding is placed about the

bloc* This teehnto^«r dees nos require the use of

Mcrrisae tot r-rawval of the separator.

The e«ol«s for the separator high voltage have

also been redesigned to b« r«diatIon-hard by allow-

ing thiM to operate at the urns vacuuai or low pres-

sure as the separator it self. The lines are «ada

large enough t«« lla>lt the voltage gradiaats to lass

ihan !20 kV/in. 4t the highest pion energy. The

are carried through the steel block to vacuuB

The wagnet power lines also pass

the steel black.

Soee pregr«*s has be«» sade on the conceptual

design of the channel support «y*t«a and the separa-

tor. Rasicany, the ehanncl will t>* support«d as m

sin«l« rigid ba&y by two large, 6-in.-thick steel

plates on elefxtr side el the ehamiel. Th« separator

will be encio«ed in a large VACUUM box which is

sealed «: en* surface of tha support plate. This

syste* allows tor essier service on the separator

and a rigid support systc*. On the other hand, the

separator etsgnet wist be inside the vacuua chamber.

This appears to be a practical arrangaMnt, and week

will begin shortly «n the design of the separator

and suppers «y»£i*.

A decision was Made to «aka n» offer for the

is«i/2, UOO-HeV/c spectroawter to be dispsnad of by

Orsay. This speetroatatar, which aijht hive bM®

suitable a« the second EPICS speuerosateir, is too

large to fit conveniently into the space available,

and would have too leog a flight path ton low energy

experiacflts. Present effort will be concentrated on

nakinj; an optiawn first spectroseter and any work ea

the second speeeroweter will be pestponad.

Law Energy Plon Channel (LEP)

A horlxontal layout of the LEP Channel is shown

in Fig. 20. Tha concrete shielding enclosure sur-

rounding the axpariaental area at the exit of the

channel is scant to be suggestive only; the actual

shielding arrangement will be varied for individual

expariaenta. However, tha enclosed space of «-12 x

16 ft should be adequate for aoat of the initial

exparisents. Tint Wt-thick concrete walls, and a

suitably thick roof, will reduce radlaelon outside

the walls to below tolerance levels. Portable

ceuntlng-rooa structure^, arc shown which arc B«an£

to be lar£* enough to accoaaiedate two sxperlsental

groups.

Bids hava bean requeated on th«t last two chan-

nel Magnets to ba designed. These are the second

and third bending Magnets as shown in Fig. 21. Con-

ceptual design of eh* support structures haa bean

completed and detailed design has started. An actu-

ator design for the silt- and colllaator-systens haa

baen completed and work has started on a prototype.

Fig. 20. Proposed layout Cor tha lew energy pion
experimental area.
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Fig. 21.

f | ]Mi SID
H OM OTOER

Elevation view of the Lou Energy Plon
Channel.

3eslg-.i studies have begun for the channel col-

lination system using tha Monte Carlo program,

NPFLUX, mitten by R. Hut son. The program has been

modified to handle colllmating apertures with finite

thicknesses. It is being used to calculate the pion

bean aonentu.i and space distributions at the end of

th* channel. The aost convenient location for col-

1 iota tors which -Jeffrie the angular phase apace is at

the entrance ate exit of the first quadrupole where

the beam is largo In the horizontal and vertical

directions, respectively.

Froa the calculations, it appears that tantalum

colliaators 2-ln.-tt.tcfc will be adequate. This

thickness will resulr in an acceptably small tail to

the momentum distribu-ion at Ap/p " ± 0.05X. For

example, at 50-MeV pioii energy, the area under the

tail will be 2Z of the main peak when the solid

angle is reduced by a factor of 2.

P3 High Energy Pion Channel

In the past quarter r.he location of the P

channel was changed from the south side of Target

A-2 to the north side. This resulted in a few minor

design changes to the first bending magnet. No

other components were affected.

The status of the magnets for the P Channel is

indicated in Fig. 22. Host of the magnets for this

channel were included in the allotment: consigned to

LASL from Princeton-Penn Accelerator (PPA). The

work of overhauling and refurbishing these PFA mag-

nets Is under way. For example, the PPA 18D40 mag-

aet which will be used for the second bend in the P

Channel is shown disassembled in Fig. 23. All parts

have been Inspected and cleanev the iron parts have
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Fig. 22. P Channel layout showing status of magnet
procurement.

Fig. 23. The PPA 18D40 magnet disassembled for
Inspection and renovation.

been repainted, and the coils have been tested for

water flow and for breakdown under high potential.

The fusible link microswitch thermal interlocks

used by PPA are being replaced by thermoswitehes of

a proven design.



The secondary shielding requirements for che P

beam line have been analyzed and a preliminary

shielding design has been made. Additional computa-

tions using neutron Monte Carlo codes are needed be-

fore the P beam stop requirements are kacsn. At-

tempts will be made co use the lower layers of

shielding to provide a common foundation for the

channel as far out as the third bend.

The muon contamination has been computed using

a newly-written Monte Carlo code. A typical result

for 400-MeV pions is 13% muons in a 30 x 30 cm re-

gion around the exit focus, with tne mucn contamina-

tion reduced to 4% when considering a 4 x 4 cm spot.

Stopped Muon Channel

As a result of the consideration of floor space

needs in Area A and the expected short- and long-

range development of the various beams, the Stopped

Muon Channel has been shifted from the north side of

the building to the south side, as was shown in Fig.

17. The channel design itself is unaffected, and

the new layout incorporates a desirable production

angle with liberal allocation of the available floor

space.

The status of magnet procurement is shown in

Fig. 24. Seven of the 12QE2O quadrupoles have been

completed and delivered (see Fig, 25). Work on ce-

ment-potting is under way in preparation for fabri-

cating the first two quadrupoles and the first bend-

ing magnet. Coils for the quadrupoles will be wound

as soon as the vendor perfects the required fluxless

splicing technique.

Measurements of the effect of shielding iron on

the first bending magnet are being made.

Analysis of the beam transport properties of

the two-bend analyzer system continues. Predicted

fluxes and spot sizes will be calculated and report-

ed when a few problems with the code are solved.

The most recent version of the layout shows a

90° bend in a C magnet at the beginning of the ana-

lyzer section of the channel. This configuration

permits the extraction of a 45° parasite beam at the

main pion momentum when the analyzer is set for back-

ward decay muons. The parasite beam would have ap-

proximately equal numbers of pions and muons with a

U flux of ~ 10 cm "sec when the decay part of

the channel Is operated at 180 MeV/c. The unfocused

and uncollrraated spot size is 30 x 30 cm with a

Fig. 24. Shopped Muon Channel layout showing status
cf magnet procurement.

Fig. 25. Large aperture quadrupole magnet for the
Stopped Kuon Channel.
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aomentuo bitrc of ± 102. B&ua purity and background

levels will not be as good as the primary betas.

Ihe first set of shielding calculations for the

Muon Channel has been carried out. Staple attenua-

tion methods were used in estimating neutron fluxes,

but an attempt was made to consider all secondary

sources as well as the production at the primary

target. The calculations are now being reviswed asid

checked. Meanwhile, a preliminary design of the

shielding needed for the bean line and the experi-

mental cave has been made. The est.'taate of the neu-

tron flux (neutron energies in the MeV range) In the

cave froa the beam line and leakage from outside

sources is — 5 neutrons/ca -sec. to this the axpei-

lsenter will iu.ve to add neutron fluxes ^eneraud in

his target.

Bioacdical Plon Channel

Preliminary study of the Biaaedical Plon Chan-

nel design alternatives was completed in August.

Some of the conclusions are:

1.. Initial collection of the pions emitted

f roil -he production target should be done with a

quadrup&le triplet operating in a node such that

there It a bend plane crossover of the pion

within Che triplet. This tuning assures the :

channel solid angle.

2- A tbree-bend channel with the center bend

split into two halves is superior to a two-bend

channel. This is based in large part on else fact

that second-order aberrations are gesterally smaller

ia the three-bend configuration and r***t second-

order correction* are more easily made in the three-

bend syscen.

3. Uecmusti of the exceptionally large solid

an£l* and momentum spread accepts by the Biomcdical

Pion Channel, it doe* not •««• feasible to correct

the «iir«a%clc aberration* ate both the momtotun dis-

persion plane and *t the *ni? o£ the cJuwnel siawl-

£anaou*ly. A design alternative that la being pur-

sue* i» to w e a scstupole in coajtmetion with band

edge assvatvzea to correct ciaeomatic

: at che 4te$*st!iatt punc foe*M, and so

vvivice all tlw plon «««rs|Us ito «*Mati«Uy the *mm

*mea at this focts* with'1 s v«4ga degradcr. The

fien torn is aeaxly awawinwgacic beyond tbat psiot,

•olvlmg the pre»l«> oS chromettc *fc»rreti<ms in

hut part of tnc cbamMl, but tfc* ploe

region oust then be swept in depth to cover the tar-

get volute.

4. In a channel which transmits a large phase

space, as does the Blomedical CV,.nnel, it is more

GuifcabJJ to remove contaminating electrons by means

of an electron energy radiator than to use an elec-

trostatic separator.

Work is proceeding to find the optimum design

parameters based on the conclusions outlined above.

Initial magnet design and engineering, bzzsi on sev-

eral alternative channel configurations, is in pro-

gresr. One channel design is shown in Fig. 26.

honte Carlo calculations of neutrons sEresalng

down the channel and penetrating the shielding are

being carried out. The results will better define

the amount of shielding required and might affect

the configuration of the bends and straight sections

of the channel.

A number of Heating* have bees held to discuss

and clarify ".he requirement* «nd problems of channel

maintenance end repair. Calculations of activation

of the first elements of the channel are being

carried out in order to estimate the extent of the

problems of maintenance of radioactive componencs.

m o m ant

of t«nt«£ive
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It is p&eposed Co use a wheel-type pion produc-
tion target for the Blomed&cal ChaniMl. Iwslgn is
under way of a target that will b* 2-5 cat Chick as
seen by the proton b e n but will be only a few milli-
iseters thick with respect to the channel aa Meas-
ured In th*t bend plane.

A number of Informal meetings with IASL person-
nel and with interested non-LASL Kember* «f the
LAHPF Us«rs Croup nave been held to discuss the
probable and potential requlreaents in tlue area of
beaa diagnostics and physical doslaetry. This waa
dor.: In close collaboration with the LAilL Pion Radio-
biology Croup (H-9) and wish local scabies of the
Physical and Blolcgieal Soslmetry Subcommittee of
the LAKPP Users Croup.

Control philosophy foe the (riomedlcal facility
has been considered and at present it i» planned
that computer control viti>out separate local control
will be utilised for essentially all nspcct* of the
facility. Control will be implemented through the
CAHAC haruware system. The only hard-wired control
systeas are apt to be target Insertion and beaa
shutters, the dote integrator system, and the per-
sonnel safety system.

It appears feasible to start the design of the
control console and the cousole-ceejputer interface
Immediately. Work is starting on » current inte-
grator circuit for the dose integrator.

The detailed specification* for the blOMdlcal
computer sre being considered. Hi* controlling fac-
tor is whether or not trsasnent planning ic to be
doss on this computer. A good pion treatBSBt plan-
ning program ccears desirable, bat will require a
larger computer system than can oconomlcally be ded-
icated to the biomwUcal facility. Hopefully, this
point will be resolved within a few weeks. The com-
puter system will be K W conf if uration of the DCC
PDP-11 series so that it can tin into the LAHFF ex-
pcrlaental data-acquisition nettiock and take advan-
taga of both the hardware and software cupport whleh
will be available for this sys&ea. If traataant
plannJng is to be «Joie on it. .'It will utilise the
recently amouncad PDf-11/45 centtal proesMor with
floating-point hardware and Mkory

1. T3M five 2* bccdlns aagneta, H22III17H/4,
ahow sufficient ciiange of internal field shape

(B vs x) with excitation to aake side-shbw tiprac-
tical. Figure 27 shows the effect of end-shlMBlnx
(not necessarily opttaal) on f%°dt vs x. The •ens-
ured values of fB-H ara being cotpared with the
a flowed llaits of first- and aetond-ord«r coeffi-
cients of the 4lpalm field expansion.

2. The 8" •agnots (H10I1I69H/4) ara ready for
inspection at the vendor's plant.

3. The 12* Magnets (R13IV^99M/«) have been ac-
cepted, and tha wagnotisation curves are shown in
fig. 28. The fuct that saturation does not occur
until well beyond the operating point arises fro*
the yokes being designed for aechanical stability
rather than flux return*

i. frarts for the first two 6-ln. quadruples,
6Q22M/5, are cc«plet«d, and the iron assembly has
been checked. All seven Magnate are expected by
early November.

5. Toe 2-iu. quadrupoles have been oubcontfac-
ted in motions. All parts are on order, and S O N
of the iron had b«an Machined.

Other Minerci-iusulated ( M . 1 . ) , direetly-cooled
magnats are la various stafsi* of Manufacture. The
first «Qltt6H/? has been aasoMbled; 71g. 29 shows the
connection end with the covsrplat* removed. Meas-
ured barannic content for this magoet (the iron of
which was poorly aasaablad) Is:

n « 3 n » 6 n - 8 n - 10

X 2nd 0.05 O.MS 0.34 0.78 (all values
a;e/l'd£)

These pole ends are chamfered 0.85-ln. at 45*. Fur-
ther chamferinc is, cxpscted to reduce the n » 6
coMponsnc. A second version of the saae «agnet,
better put together, is now being connected for test-
ing. Figure 30 shows coils for both an 8QH16M/7
and UQK22M/9 Made Crow 0.53-in.-sq. hollow m.i.
cable <a«* Cue insert) at the vendor's plant.

The current status of th> nineral-iMulated,
indirectly cooled aagnata for the switchyard let

Ifagaat designations have been changed to give the
actual pole vidtb, rather then "aaable" width as
given fo»Mnrly<
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Fig. 27. the effect of end shlas on /B-dS. vs x for
one of she switchyard magnets.
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Fig. 28. Magnetization curve for the 12* avitchyard
banding aagn«ts.

Fig. 30. Colls for 3- and 11-in. quadrupolcn aade
froa aln*ral-lnaulatsd conductor.

The nlna Line C tviating and focusing qtiadru-

polaa, 0Q29/7, are now on order. The second pair of

bending magnets for tba Lou Entrgy Plon Line,

PR20VI37/15, la ready to go for blda. Thesit iiagncta

uaa an epoxy-flberglaas insulation In the colls, and

epoxy-novolac with aiethyl nadic anhydride has been

specififtd for this potting. A reeent iaat of thia

•poxy, to over 10 Rad of flasion flint in LASL's

Omega fe'est Reactor (OWR), showed some discoloration,

shrinkage of 32, and a weight loss of 2.St. Further

irradiations are in progress, but the initial result

is encouraging.

The radiation-damage test rig for components of

the mineral-insulated magnets is being checked out

for use in OWR. An assembly of u.i. cable, end

seals, »nd water insulators Is tc be irradiated in

an environment which includes water flow at realistic

pressure and temperature, as well a6 the radiation

flux and applied voltage

The magnetic tape unit from PICO which was pur-

chased for the magnet measuring program la now 90Z

operational and .is being used in the acquisition of

data en quadrupole magnets. Tapes from this unit

are conpatlble with the CCF tape units and the data

analysis programs are already operational on the

CDC-660Q. Programs are being completed to operate

a rapid mapper, Fig. 31. The data from this device

will also be stored on magnetic tape for later anal-

ysis on CCF computers.

Fig. 29. End view of 8QN16M/7 quadsrupole magnet
with cover pints removed.



Fig. 31. Rapid mapper. The computer controls the
x, y, and z notion of the coil. Stands
also used for long coil /B-dt measurements.

Measurements on the end uhlns of the H22III17

bending magnets are continuing. Figure 27, pre-

viously referred to, shows the Inproveaent possible

with this t>-pe of shim. Several quadrupoltss have

been measured. A set of four small point colls was

used for some measurements. The value of the duo-

decapole n « 6 component is obtained with high pre-

cision when these are set up in a bucking arrange-

ment such that the dlpole and quadvupole components

cancel. The effect on the n • 6 component of cham-

fering the poles on one particular quadrupole, an

8QN16, is shown in Fig. 32. The quadrupole compo-

nent for the 8OK16 before chamfering is shown in

Fig. 33. Two of the four coils are used for this

measurement.

A series of measurements was completed on the

EPICS prototype magnet. These measurements indicat-

ed the field was poorer than could be tolerated in

the actual beam line. A subsequent physical inspec-

tion showed an indentation in the pole surface of

the same order of magnitude as the field error.

Further measurements after the poles are remachlned

will include some measurements with the rapid mapper.

Several new types of measuring gear are being

constructed at the present time. These include a

harmonic analysis coil arrangement with all compo-

nents at a single radius, a pair of long coils to

measure gradient and deviations from a constant gra-

dient in quadrupoles, and a series of physically
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Fig. 32. Reduction in duodecrpole field component
achieved by chamfering the poles of
quddrupole magnet.
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Fig. 33. Quadrupole field for the SQN16 magnet.

small (~1 x 1 cm) coils with effective areas of
2

4-5 m . The use of coils with larger effective area
will reduce some problems associated with integrator

drift.

The interactive TRANSPORT code on the Berkeley

Remote Facility has been augmented to incorporate

space-charge effect, ae per S. Sacherer's addition

to the TRANSPORT code at CERH, and the bean buncher.

These two additions may be particularly useful for

TRANSPORT use in Linae tuning calculations and in

the design of che Bean Line D from the storage ring

to the Weapons Neutron Research (WHR) facility at

LAMPF.



ISxpcrlHigntal Area Boulpaent and Support

Target testing of water-cooled graphite targets

flt EPA has coae to a successful conclusion. An ATJ

([raphlce target, G-63, with a copper water Jacket

and a nickel coating on the jacket o.d. was tented

lit 1.05 of LAMPF conditiono for 103 hours. No water

leakage or graphite deterioration was observed.

Several other targets ware similarly successful, in

nhowing no water leakage or graphite deter lore'"1 on.

A ZTA graphite target in a 316 SS jacket with a cop-

per coating on the jacket l.d. operated with the

lowest center temperature, 700°C. Good resultu were

also obtained from an ATJ graphite target in a 316

SS jacket with a copper coating. A target of (pre-

viously Irradiated ATJ graphite pressed into a new

316 SS jacket showed good results. Ths latter three

targets had lifetimes in EPA of only ~ 50 h because

they were destroyed either as the result of acceler-

ator malfunction or operator error.

On the basis of experience gained thus far, a

target for tooting in the 100-NeV LAMPF beam hau

been designed. It is ZTA graphite in a copper jack-

et with nickel coating on the jacket o.d. to reduce

water corrosion. The ZTA graphite which is partial-

ly pyrolytic was chosen over ATJ because of its lower

derating temperature and its 10Z greater lenitlty.

The wheel targets of molybdenum and graphite

and their drive mechanism have been fabricated.

Testing has begun at EPA. Limited results show no

fundamental problems with the wheels or spokes, but

the gears which rotate them have not performed sa-

tisfactorily. Solution to the gear problem is being

vigorously pursued so that meaningful results can be

obtained at EPA prior to its shutdown, January 1,

K'72. M l work on the EPICS stationary, graphite,

water-cooled target has ceased.

The 100-MeV beaa test area is being designed.

Design and fabrication work is proceeding on the

beam stop. The target box, vacuum pump, and other

parts of the EPA testing equipment will be used in

the 100-MeV beam test area.

Calculations were completed on a water beam

stop for the 800-MeV LAMPF beam. The beam will pass

through a window of stainless steel 0.035-in.-thick

and then be stopped in a tank containing ~ 1000 gal

of water.

The preliminary design of a 6-in. linear actua-

tor hi?s been completed, and detail drawings are in

process. Approximately 20 units, Including spares,

wi.U be required for the vairlous instrumentation in

the switchyard portion of Line A and Line X. These

units nay also be useful ate four locations in Line C

which require a 6-in. motion.

Drawing* for the switchyard magnet etands have

been completed and • purchase order has be*A placed

for the 15 stands required. Three permanent align-

ment stands have also boon designed and built, and

are currently bning installed. The switchyard area

was made available for survey and Alignment work

during the last week of September. Three temporary

walls have been placed in the beam channels: at the

end of the 805 sections,, Line X, and at the entrance

to Area A. Temporary heaters are being installed.

Power supplies for the switchyard magnets have

been relocated in the service aisle to allow space

for an additional set of electrical racks. Install-

ation drawings of the ti.i. cable-runs between the

service aisle and the switchyard magnets have been

completed and final revisions are being made.

Good progress has been made on the pump-heat

exchanger packages which handle potentially radioac-

tive water. A 1-MW package is scheduled for comple-

tion on 29 November 1971, while the first 3-MW

package is due on 20 December 1971. Components fcr

the ion exchanger and filter systems are being fab-

ricated in the LASL shops. An experimental model of

a hydrogen recomblner has been designed and the com-

ponents for this device have been ordered. The de-

sign for the interface piping for the switchyard has

been completed and is out to several contractors for

bids. The temporary water system which was provided

in Area A has proven to be very popular; five dif-

ferent magnet experiments along with four power sup-

plies are currently using this system. A 150-kW,

20-gpm portable pump-heat exchanger package has been

fabricated. Performance tests will be run on this

equipment in the near future. Permanent Area A

cooling water mains and secondary water distribution

systems are currently being deeigned.

The prototype Beam Profile Monitor-Nonintercept-

ing (PF) is currently installed on the 750-keV LAMPF

Injector beam Tine. In mid-October the first usable

beam p; jfile information from this device was ob-

tained. In this test s l-mm-di&m, 50-ViA peak inten-

sity proton beam was formed with a collteator up-

stream of tha profile monitor and the resulting
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"image" uas viewed both visuivlly and with a PKT-slit

combination. The effective slit width in these

first tests was - 1/16 in., which widened the res-

ponse considerably. The bean profile information

van recorded by means of an oscilloscope and camera.

The centsroid of the resulting beam prof lias was

easily resolved to within 0.01 In. by examination of

the scope trace photographs. The width of the slit

is ROW being; decreased and an attempt at better

alignment with the centerline of the beam transport

is being made, which should result in increased spa-

tial '.^solution for the instrument. The uas pres-

sure in the beam transport during Chase teBts was

10 Torr and there was no difficulty in directly

observing the "image" of the proton beam on the

phosphor screen at the end of the column. When the

photomultiplier-slit assembly was used to measure

profiler., it was necessary to use only 500 V on the

PMT to obtain signal-i-o-noiite ratios of better than

100 to 1. Therefore, it would seem that the sensi-

tivity of the instrument is quite adequate for use

at I.AMPF and that the main difficulty to be overcome

is that of shielding it against background radiation.

Test results of the Beam Centroid Monitor-Won-

interceptiug (CN) at EPA are as yet inconclusive; it

will be moved to the LAMPF Injector beam line e»

soon as possible. No progress is reported on the

Beam Profile Monitor-Intercepting (WS). Ihe epoxy-

fiberglass ion chamber lasertable Strip Ion Chamber

(II) is still in the fabrication stage. Tests of

this device will start when the ion chamber Is

complete.

The high-sensitivity Beam Current Monitor (CM)

(1-liA resolution) has been in operation for the last

three months at the LAMPF Injector. Base-line jitter

has been a problem which is not yet solved; other-

wise its operation is satisfactory.

The delta-ray energy monitor is complete.

Bench-top calibrations are under way. It will be

ready to install in the LAMPF 100-MeV transition re-

gion the start of next quarter.

Preliminary planning for the LAMPF Equipment

Pool has begun. A survey of submitted research pro-

posals has been made and spokesmen for proposals ap-

proved and granted time have been polled with res-

pect to their Electronics Pool needs. The informa-

tion gathered is being compiled and assessed for use

in helping to establish priorities for expenditure

of pool funds. The recommendations of the

Pcol Committee of the Technical Advisory Panel will

also be taken into consideration.

Remote Handling

Construction of Merrimac is continuing. The

landing gears have been reassembled and the wheel

drive and steering mechanisms have been attached to

them. The gears are presently being attached to the

gantry frame. The jac* frame has had the ball screw

jacking system mounted upon it and awaits only the

receipt of its hydraulic motor and brake package for

completion. The hydraulic package that powers the

gantry and provides pressure fcr opening the large

target cell shield doors has been placed with a ven-

dor. The system ia baeed upon electrically operated

hydraulic valves and a diesel-powered dual pump

package. One pump has very fine control and provides

the power for the propulsion and box-lifting systen.

The second pump provides fluid for steering, braking,

leveling, and for the target cell opening mechanisms.

The Zia C c has completed the lamination of the

shield box walls and Is presently bolting in the

inner roof structure. Each wall is painted a dif-

ferent color — red, blue, yellow, and white — for

orientation purposes for the manipulator and hoist:

controls. The box as it now stands will be disas-

sembled and transported to the 6990-ft level of the

Merrimac service portion of Experimental Area A.

Complete assembly and equipment installation will be

performed there. Essentially all drawings have been

finished that are required to assemble Merrimac.

These include the manipulator hoisting rig, the tool

board, lighting system, and pass-through doors.

Difficulties have arisen with cleaning the ex-

cessed "Beetle" windows for use in Herrimac. These

windows had resided is the NHDS salvage yard exposed

to tns elements for some time before they were found.

The glass surfaces had become clouded and will re-

quire window disassembly for abrasive cleaning of

each surface of the four load-glass panes which are

in each window. Means are being sought to clean the

windows.

All the manipulators required for the Merrimac

area hot-cell facility have been borrowed from the

R-MAD hot-cell complex in Nevada, subject to six

month'8 recall. The*a are high-quality machines

that have been well maintained. LAMPF personnel



will remove the manipulators and pack thai into a

4O-ft trailer on racks for transport to Los Alamos

In order to avoid the usual shipping method which

utilizes a crate into which the manipulator is packed

upside down. Very few manipulators withstand the

latter treatment without: damage.

The air filter system has been installed.

The last quarterly report mentions that the re-

movable beaas over the window boxes and the hot-cell

covers which roll on thct beans had been designed and

were awaiting fabrication. The order has yet to be

placed with a viendor. the drive ays ten to open the

doors and the steel floor for the service cell have

been designed.

The heavy doors over target stations A-l and

A-2 have been conceptually designed. The vertical

target-handling mechanism now complicates the door

system. Alternate target mechanisms are being con-

sidered to reduce the complication. Work is begin-

ning on vacuum flanges that can be remotely dis-

assembled. A pneumatic stepping motor is being con-

sidered for use on slits and magnet-stand jacks in

high radiation fields.

Shielding. Residual Radiation, and Radioisotope

Production

Using the ORNL radiation transport code NMXC,

information is being compiled to facilitate the de-

sign of shielding aad beam atops.

Although not particularly applicable to the de-

sign of an actual 100-MeV stop (the dimensions are

closer to that: expected for 800-MeV protons), Figs.

34 and 35 show the kind of information available.

Neutrons below 15 MeV have not been followed in the

transport. This problem will be rerun for 800-MeV

incident protons, and similar plots will be available

soon.

In an attempt to provide Information on pion

beam stops, the following studies have been made

usinp; 150-, 350-» and 550-MeV positive pions inci-

dent along the axis of a concrete cylinder of dimen-

sions r •= 10 m and h = 10 m:

1) For the three incident is energies, the an-

gular spectra (summed over all energies) of

the neutrons escaping (backscattering) from

the entrant face were obtained. See Fig.

36 for a representative plot.
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tOO M»V proton* incMtoit
on Corbon Stop

(for 18,500 ineidtnt protons,

SI neutrons tsccptd)
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Fig. 34. Total number of neutrons escaping from the
surface of the carbon cylinder per 50 cm
increment o£ distance along the bean axis;
18,500 Incident protons at 100 NeV were
considered.

2) Again, for the three incident ir energies,

plots of the backscattered neutron energy

spectra (summed over all angles) were ob-

tained. See Fig. 37 for a representative

plot.

3) Number of backscattered neutrons/incident

ir vs incident ir energy (see Fig. 38).

From Fig. 38 we note thae the number of back-

scattered neutrons produced is not a rapidly varying

function of the incident pion energy. For the worst

case there is approximately one neutron produced per

10 incident pions. The shape of the angular distri-

bution (Fig. 36) leads to the conclusion that the

pion stop should have a re-entrant hole. Additional

information on the spectra (both angular and energy)

of escaping charged particles is also available.
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Fig. 35. Energy spectrun of the escaping neutrons
given in previous figure.

In an effort to determine th« pvopar design

depth of a pioa bean stop that will attenuate ths

forward-scattered neutron flux to an acceptable lev-

el, one encounters computational difficulties. For

example, to g«st two neutrons to penetrate to a depth

of A.5 m of concrete, It was necessary eo laltiace

16,000 Incident particles (400-MeV if ) and consroe

1 h of CDC-6600 computer tisis. Crude estimates show

if one were to attempt to model neutron attenuation

exactly with sufficient statistics, It could take as

much as 100 h of computing tiaci. "So avoid this, in-

ternal boundary tallies are introduced Into the con-

crete slab. One then makes a log-llnnar plot of the

number of neutrons versus depth. An mtrapolntion

of this curve to an acceptable attenuation should

yield a proper design depth. Fig. 39 Is an example

of such a plot.
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Fig. 36. Angular distribution of the neutrons emer-
ging froa the entrant face of a concrete
stop for 550-HttV positive plons.
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Fig. 37. Energy spectrum of the neutrons emerging
froa the entrant face of a concrete stop
for 550-MeV positive plons.
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Sample calculation of the neutron attenua-
tion vs depth for 400-HeV positive plone.
on thick concrete.

the Hone* Carlo cascade code MMTC doaa not

transport: protons or neutrons below 15 HtV. Work is

In progress to employ other LASL code* to Model the

effects of this component of the radiation.

Preliminary estimate* of total stacked shield-

Ins 'requirements for the Experimental Area have been

developed. Known requirements at this tine, exclud-

ing the proposed HHR and Mass Separator Facilities,

total 39,900 tor? of steal and concrete shielding.

As various designs are finalised these quantities

•ay be changed somewhat. Procurement actions to date

provide the needed steel but soma additional con-

crete blocks are required. About 2*00 tons of mag-

netlice concrete blocks and some 4100 tons of ordinary

concrete blosks la special shapes remain to be built.

The Host recent shielding acquisition completed was

200 one-ton concrete shield blocks obtained fron the

Univ. of Texas and 900 tens of iron counterweights

from Vandenberg AFB in California.

The stacking of about 400 tons of scrap steel

around the outside of* the Beam Stop "B" atructure

has been completed to provide the necessary shielding

of this beam stop in the direction of the Areas B

and C service aisle and trailer stations.

Preliminary design for the stacking of the nas-

slve shield for the targets in Area A has been start-

ed. Broad conceptual plans are being prepared de-

fining the saterial boundaries. These will be re-

fined into stacking patterns as the design progresses.

Knoun shielding parameters for the secondary channels

are being fitted with those of the main bean line

and targets.

Analysis of the large volume of radioisotope

production data obtained from the series of irradia-

tions made at SRSL this past June continues. Some of

the new target materials included in this second

series were: NajCO-, S102> Ti, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ge,

Sn, Ba, La, Ce, Tb, and Au. In addition, one of the

target materials irradiated in December 1970, viz. V,

was repeated June I?71. Significant discrepancies

with other published data have been noted, whereas

the results of the two separate V experiments carried

out at LASL agree very well. Also, calculations have

been carried out for these new materials using Rudatam

syslematics. As with the first series, the calculated

cross sections generally agree within a factor of two

or three; however, there are many disquieting cases

of deviations of more than an order of magnitude.
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VII. UHFF SCHEDULING ANB FACILITY C0M&11VCTI0N

Craft Equip—nt Inaeallatloa Activities

In the JOO-MaV Facility, the Zla/LACl craft*

continued lnatallaeion of IT Injector controle,

completed about 75S of the Inetallatlon of transi-

tion region control wiring and tanalnationa and had

About 901 of tha transition raglo.i aagnet cables

Installed. The L. E. Meyer Coapany waa contracted

for $28,900 to install water ayatme AOlb and A05;

this murk la now 40J done and completion la expec-

ted by 31 December 1971.

In the 805-MHz accelerator portion, LACI

pleted Installation of a beaat channel radiation

shield plug for 211-XeV operations end la 90S

pleted with bucket rotator installation work. The

Beaty Electric Co. received added work on their

existent contract which reduced the completion

status to 961 and were the apparent low bidder at

$4,900, on 20 October, for Installation of the rf

reference line in sectora E through H. It la ex-

pected that a contract for the latter work will be

Issued by mid-November. By the same time, it ia

expected that a contract will be issued to the L. E.

Meyer Co. who, at $27,000, waa low bidder on nodule

24 through 48 for the vacuun manifold welding. This

same company is now about 60Z done with the mech-

anical installation work under its present contract.

For Experimental Area installation, bids were

opened at the dose of this period covering Merrlaac

cell beams and covers for which a contract should be

awarded in about two weeks to the low Mdder,

Richard Peck Co., at $33,700 and a bid opening is

scheduled for 11 November for $80,000-$100,000 of

mechanical extension work on the X01 through XOS

cooling systems.

Building Construction

The Nuclear Chemistry Wing of the Laboratory-

Office Building is now 97* complete and occupancy

is scheduled for the end of December.

In the Experimental Facility Phase I package,

five punch list items remain to be completed; on

Phase II, the contractor is presently forming

Service Aisle A grade beams, erecting Equipment

Room B steel, placing forms and concrete reinforcing

steel for the top of the C Area dome and is 62T com-

plete in vparlson with a scheduled 64Z.

The Experimental Facility Phaae III contract la

now 37% complete compared with a scheduled 4SZ. At

tha blomadlcal atub-out, wall forms are balng placed

above tba alab and backfilling la in progrese.

Shielding ateel la being fabricated Into girders for

the Haas Separator stub-out and ia being stacked

for the Beam Stop.
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VIII. PHYSICS RESEARCH

Pion Absorption Experiment

Two papers on the (irtp) and (n
+,2p) experiments

were prepared for presentation at the IVth Int. Conf.

on High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure, Dubna,

USSR, 7-11 September 1971 and at the Int. Seminar

on Pi-Meson Nucleus Interactions at Strasbourg,

France, 20-22 September 1971. These papers are

available in preprint form.

Meson Chemistry

In order to understand the relationship between

the high-energy-level perturbations that occur in

chemical systems and the shifts in intensities of

low-level transitions that are observed in auonlc x-

ray spectra, a thorough understanding of the cascade

process in these sometines complicated systems is re-

quired. Presently, theoretical studies are under

way to delineate the influences of the various inter-

actions, such as radiative va Auger processes, Stark-

mixing, etc. Although much has been known regarding

the masonic cascade in the simplest atonic systess,

little work has been done with the more complicated

molecular systems, and it is to this end that these

studies are directed.

Medical Applications of Huonic X Ray.-i

Studies are being continued of the possibilities

of utilizing the characteristic pi- and su-nesic x

lays, resulting when stopped pions and unions are

captured in given elements in tissue, as a tool fsv

tumor localization or for in vivo tissue analysis.

One hundred hours of beam tine were approved

by the LAMPF Program Advisory Committee for mu-acti-

vation experiments.

Proton-Compton Experiment

During this quarter data were taken for a total

of t> 100 h using the 27-MeV beam from EPA. Curing

this time, the liquid hydrogen target performed well,

and the electronics systems fuactioned without fail-

ure. Since the data were taken in large tine blocks,

this was an excellent test of computer-based data-

acquisition systems. No human Intervention was nec-

essary for data taking, and no electronics failures

"New Measurements of (*+,2p) Reactions on Light
Nuclei," J. Auto, R. L. Bur»«n0 R. Macek, et a'.,
LA-DC-12389; "Cross Sections for (ir+,p) Reaction*
on 'Be, 12c, and « 0 s " J. Aaato, R. Bunwn, S.
Macek, et al., LA-DC-12781.

were encountered. After the major deta runs were

completed, an effort was made to replace the custom-

built interface with CAMAC units which were pur-

chased for evaluation on this experiment.. After

several man-weeks of effort a short data background

run was successfully taken using the CAMAC system.

The data from these runs are now being evaluated.

Multiwire Proportional Counters (MHPC)

A LAMPF Users Study Session was held for e week

in August, and half of the time devoted to the study

of sultlwire proportional counter applications la

experiments. Ten speakers from outside laboratories

were invited to talk on various aspects of the new

counters, and many fruitful discussions were held.

Construction has been started of a wire winder

for large wire chambers, based on the design used

at HAL. It is expected that this machine will be

operational during the next quarter, and then large

c.embers can be wound at LAMPF. As chamber sizes

are increased, new problems are anticipated with

frame stability, ̂ as flow rates, and winding toler-

ances.

An effort has been started to standardize on

MWPC interfaces at LAMPF, based on LASL'« original

design; a paper has been submitted to Nuclear Instru-

ments and Methods for publication. This standard

interface will be submitted to various manufacturers

of CAMAC units for bids. It appears that the hard-

ware interface for 200 wires can easily be put in a

single-width CAMAC module.

In the rare-pion-Jseay experiment, construction

of (electronic* for the Insert chambers was continued.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute has started construc-

tion o£ the amplifier boards as tsr previous agree-

ment, but with disappointing results to date. At

LASL, construction is nearly complete of one proto-

type interface unit. He have wound a 40 x 40 en

chamber at NAL, which is full Insert sise, and eval-

uation of this unit will start shortly. The mag-

net for the experiment has been mapped and Is ready

for shipment to LAftPF.
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IX. LAMPF USERS GROUP

Summer Study Session

The 1971 LAMPF Summer Study Sessions ware held

at tos Alamoa on 9-13 August 1971. The Summer

Study Sessions were held at the suggestion of the

Executive Committee of the LAMPF Users Group. The

program was organized and carried out by Jamas B.

Simmons, Robert J. Vtacek, and E. Ray Martin of LASL.

The first three days were devoted to the topics of

bean measurements end monitors, with seanlons on

proton beams, pion beams, muon beams, and neutral

beams. The last two days veee spent on the topie o'c

position-sensitive detector*, with sessions on aultl-

wlre proportional counter*,, low-tempesature wire

spark chambers, electronic systems, and coaautcir-

based data-handling and reduction. Tha progran wes

well balanced in concent and the contributions wara

enhanced by the participation of a number of experts

fro* other laboratories and universities. Seas

fnrty presentations ware heard during the «aeal<M—

about one-ttilrd of these ware given by LASL aaaakars.

Total attendance was about 100, with 60 of tbaim ba-

ing non-LASL. The "Proceedings of the LAMPF Suner

Study Session," LA-4824-MS, are presently in press

and will be <3i«tributed to all •embers of the LAHPF

Users Group soon.

Election of Officara for 1972

The annual election of offtears waa conducted

by mail ballot during October. A Kotlnatlng Com-

mittee constating of Roy P. Haddock, Coalman (Qnl-

veralty of California, Loa Angeles); Bruce jr.

Dropesky (LASL); Glen A. ?«bka, J?. (University ©5

Hyottlng); Robert J. Shalch (M. R. Aadanon ajoapltal

and Tua»r Inatltute, Houston, T«xas); and bftjamln

Zeldman (Argonna National Uiboratory) prapamd £ha

following slste of ccadldates:

Chelrman-Slact: Mask J. Jakobaaa (Caivaraiff of
Montana)

Executive George J. Igo (Ualvcctiv? of
Coanlttaa: California, Lor l )

!*• C. 8ort*«Uff«
Universicy)

Louis P. Swiabarg (Brookkawaa
National Laboratory)

ChalmUchasa <USL>

Stanley S. Sobottka (Qmlvantty
of Virginia)

Robert E. Htlsh (College of
William and Mary)

Aa of 1 September 1971 ballots were mailed to

the full Users Group membership (currently 733).

By the 29 October voting dnadllne, 480 aembers had

returned ballots. Haddock, Chairman of the nomina-

ting Committee, announced the following results:

Cicara ZleeteJ for 1972

Chairman: Kenneth He Crowe (Univeralty of
California, Berkeley), succession

1971 post of Chairman-Elect

Chairman-Elect: Mr.rk 2. Jakobsoa

Sxccutlva
Ccomlttee:

George J. l£»
I H C. KorthcUffa
Chalm lichman

Liaison Officer: Lawls E. Agnew (LASL}, serving oo
appointment by LASL

at'*1*!

Freparatlona for tha Fifth LAMPP Users Mcatlng

to >>a held at Loa Alamos on £-9 Movtmbar i»?l war*

•*>!• by Dsava Group Chairman Gerald C. Phillips

OUca Dnlvaraity) and ehc Uaisom Offlea. Tha pro-

ajram will Include a number of Invited papers, n

business session, status report* oa the Users CVoop

and &AMPP, a series of short reports on tha UHrV

exparliteaeal facllitlea, meatlng* of all tha ttork-

ing Group®» and a mmmtwy rownd-table discmssion in-

volvlngt the Chairman of tha Working Croup*, tha

offlcars of tha Bears Cnum, CtalnMM Phllliss ami

Chalrman-Clacs Crowa, tha Dlraetor of LASL. Harold

M. Agnew, and tha Director or U£?»: Louis fcxsan.

Tha following iawitsxi talks ax* sclMaHtla<l:

larcld M. AgMw, Ualcosint Isaarks

Caorga A. Kolatad (Aaalstant Blraeter ttr Physics

and Nnthsaaeics Programa. Division of Sascarch,

OSAWH "Hill Medina Cnargy Baacarch Ply we

Olaf"

Herman Pashbach OUMackwaatta Institute of Tech-

nology), "As Ovarfiaw *f the LAKPP Rascare&

Program."

UMIIS toaaa, "Status Sayort on LAMPF Kasaaxeli Prro-

sosals."

Tha meeting «411 ba faatvrad by a baa*«at a*-

drea* antitlad, "Promotiea «f tiw Acaaasute Qma *f

LAMPP,1* by Pawl W. Mcftamtftl, Eltraccwr, Dlviaim »f

Baaaarch, QSMtC.



Research Proposals

The following new or modified research propos-

als have been received since the previous Quarterly

Status Report:

72 "A Study of the Di-Neutron and Tri-Neutron as
Intermediate States of Double Charge Exchange
on -Tie"

Marvin M. Hoffman. Spokesman
Marvin M. Hoffman, Leon J. Brown, William
Mort Sanders, George J. Berzins and Albert
J. Lieber (LASL)

98 "Preliminary Survey of Elastic Scattering of
800 MeV Protons"

N. Tanaka. Spokesman
E. R. Flynn, 0. Hansen, N. Tanaka, H, A.
Thiessen, J. Spencer (LASL); B. Zeldman
(ANL); H. Palevsky, R. Sutter, R. E.
Chrien, T, Kozlowski (BNL); G. Igo (UCLA);
N. Eintz (Univ. of Minnesota); R. Sheline
(Florida State Univ.); C. F. Perdrisat
(VARC); W. C. Olsen (Univ. o. Alberta);
E. V. Hungarford (Rice Univ.); R. Eisberg
(Univ. of California Santa Barbara);
P. Fessenden, L. W. Swenson (Oregon State
Univ.)

9C "Measurement of the Cross Section for Tr + p
•*• v +• 7r + n with a Magnetic Spectrometer"

Glen A. Rebka. Jr. and Peter A. M. Gram.
Spokesmen
C. Bordner (Colorado College); P. C.
Gugelot (Univ. of Virginia); P.A.M. Gram
W. V. Hassenzahl, E. A. Knapp, R. J. Macek,
M. A. Paciotti, F. T. Shively (LASL);
E. Lomon (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology); Glen A. Rebka (Univ. of
Wyoming)

100 "Tissue Chemical Analysis with Mu-Mesic X-Rays"
Richard L. Hutson. Spokesman
Richard L. Hutson, Arvid S, Lundy (LASL)

101 "Feasibility Studies: Measurements of Muonic
X-Rays and Nuclear Gamma-Rays with Crystal Dif-
fraction Spectrometers at LAMPF"

F. Boehm. (California Institute of Tech-
nology) and D. C. Lu (Yale Univ.), Joint
Spokesmen
F. Boehm, P. Vogel (California Institute
of Technology); R. D. Ehrlich, V. W.
Hughes, D. C. Lu (Yale Univ.); M. Y. Then,
C. S. Wu (Columbia Univ.)

102 "Excitation Functions and Angular Distribution
Recoil Studies of Simple Pion Induced Nuclear
Reactions"

Samuel S. Markowitz. (Univ. of California,
Berkeley). Spokesman
Norman P. Jacob, Jr., Samuel S. Markowitz
(Univ. of California, Berkeley)

103 "Spallation Yield Distributions from Plon Inter-
actions with Complex Nuclei"

J. Hudis (BNL). Spokesman
A. E. Norris, C. J. Orth, B. J. Dropesky
(LASL)

104 "Proposal for LAMFF Experiment: Studies of the
Proton- and Pion-Induced Fission of Medium Mass
Nuclldes"

Brian D. Pate (Simon Fraser Univ.).
Spokesman

105 "Nuclear Spectroscopy Studies of Proton-Induced
Spallation Products"

M. E. Bunker. Spokesman
W. R. Daniels, B. J. Dropesky, D. C. Hoff-
man, M. E. Bunker, J. W. Starner (LASL);
J. E. Cline, R. C. Greenwood, R. L. Heath,
R. G. Helmer, L. D. Mclsaac, C. W. Reich
(Aerojet Nuclear Corp.)

106 "Proton-Induced Spallation Reactions Related to
the Isotope Production Program at LAMPF"

H. A. O'Brien. Spokesman
J. W. Barnes, M. E. Schillaci (LASL)

107 "Activation Analysis Near the Beam Stop"
Victor A. Ryan. Spokesman
John C. Hill (Texas ASM Univ.); E. Gerald
Meyer, Victor A. Ryan (Univ. of Wyoming);
in consultation with B. J. Dropesky, J. D.
Knight (LASL), others from LASL and Gradu-
ate Students from Texas ASM Univ. and
Univ. of Wyoming

108 "Excitation Functions of Simple Pion-Induced
Reactions"

H. S. Plendl. Spokesman
S. Kaufman, E. P. Steinberg (ANL); P. J.
Karol (Carnegie-MelIon Univ.); H. S.
Plendl (Florida State Univ.)

109 "The Study of the Microscopic Structure of Col-
lective Modes by Medium Energy Protons"

E. R. Flvnn. Spokesman
E. R. Flynn, N. Tanaka, J. Spencer (LASL);
Ole Hansen (Niels Bohr Inst.); N. H?.ntz
(Univ. of Minn.); B. Zeldman (ANL)

Program Advisory Committee

The third meeting of the Program Advisory Com-

mittee (PAC) was held at Los Alamos on October 21-23,

1971. Presentations were heard on about 25 research

proposals that, had not been reviewed earlier, and

several resubmitted proposals were reconsidered.

The PAC considered each proposal in detail and drew

up a set of recommendations. On the basis of these

recommendations, LAMPF Director Louis Rosen has sent

individual letters of notification to the members of

the research teams Informing them of action taken on

their proposals. A partial summary of the action

taken is given below:

51 "Techniques for Materials Identification and
Analysis"

John J. Malanlfv. Spokesman
John J. Malanlfy, R. H. Auguston, R. B.
Walton, C. J. Umbarger (LASL); I. L.
Morgan ('!niv. of Texas)

100 hours



65 "Neutron-Proton Polarization Measurements Using
a Polarized Target: Phase I. The n-p Polari-
zation Observable P(6)"

J. E. Simmons. Spokesman
J. C. Hopkins, C. F. Hwang, C. Keyworth,
J. D. Seagrave, and J. E. Simmons (LASL);
H. C. Bryant, B. Dieteirle, and C. P.
Leavitt (Univ. of New Mexico); L. C.
Northcliffe (Texas A&M Univ.); I. L.
Morgan (Univ. of Texas); 0. MeDaniels
(Univ. of Oregon)

240 hours for tune-up and 400 hours for
data-taking

70 "A Sensitive Test of CPT and Precision Measure-
ments of Elementary Particle Masses"

John G. Fetkovich. Spokesman
J. 6. Fetkovich and G. Keyes (Carnegie-
Mellon Univ.); L. G. Hyraan (ANL)

150 hours for pi-mesic cascade studies

74 "Study of Pion Induced Double Charge Exchange
Reactions on Low Z Elements"

V. Perez-Hendez. Spokesman
V. Perez-Mendez, Albert V. Stetz, J. M.
Sperinde (LRL, Berkeley); Kamal K. Seth
(Northwestern Univ.); H. A. Thiessen (LASL)

50 hours for He part

76 "Search for Muonium-Antimuoniun Transition"
C. Y. Chang. Spokesman
M. Eckhause, J. R. Kane, C. S. Hsieh, R. T.
Slegel (College of William and Mary); C. Y.
Chang, 6. B. Yodh (Univ. of Maryland)

Beam-rtime assignment deferred

77 "TT+ Elastic and Inelastic Scattering from Car-
bon, Magnesium, Strontium, and Lead Isotopes
at 100 MeV"

H. A; Thiessen. Spokesaan
K. A. Thiessen, R. Macek, D. E. Nagle, and
J. Spencer (LASL); S. Sobottka, J.
McCarthy, D. Lee, and M. Thomason (Univ.
of Virginia)

Beam-time assignment deferred

78 "Protor. Beam Monitor"
G. C. Phillips, Spokesman
G. C. Phillips, E. V. Hungerford, C.
Fletcher, M. C. Taylor, G. S. Mutehler, L.
Coulson (Rice Univ.); J. C. Allred, C. D.
Goodman, L. Y. Lee, and B. W. Mayes (Univ.
of Houston)

100 hours to test instrumentation with
Proposals Nos. 79 and 83

79 "Calibration of the Pion Beam Transport Systems
and a Pion Beam Monitor"

G. C. Phillips. Spokesman
G. C. Phillips, E. V. Hungerford, V. Val-
kovic, C. Fletcher, G. S. Mutchler, L.
Coulson, and M. C. Taylor (Rice Univ.);
J. C. Allred, C. D. Goodman, L. Y. Lee,
B. tf. Mayes (Univ. of Houston)

See Proposal No. 78

80 "Forward Elastic Scattering of rr and ir~ fros.
12C, 13C, 1 60, 40Ca, 208Pb"

G. C. Phillips. Spokesman
G. C. Phillips, E. V. Hungerford, V.
Valkovic, M. C. Taylor, ti. S. Mutchler,
L. Coulson, C. Fletcher (Rice Univ.);
J. C. Allred, C. D. Goodman, B. W. Mayes,
L. Y, Lee (Uni'. of Houston)

300 hours

81 "Study of Neutron-Proton and Proton-Proton
Coincidence Spectra from p+d+n+p+P Reaction"

G. C. Phillips. Spokesman
G. C. Phillips, V* Valkovic, B. V.
Hungerford, G. S. Mutchler, C. Fletcher,
L. Coulson, S. D. Baker, M. C. Taylor,
I. M. Duck, R. F. Guertin and 2 graduate
students (Rice Univ.); J. C. Allred, C. D.
Goodman, B. W. Hayes, L. Y. Lee, and 3
graduate students (Univ. of Houston)

200 hours

82 "Investigation of Pion Induced Reactions on
Light Elements with Three Particles In the
Final State"

G. C. Phillips. Spokesman
G, C. Phillips, V. Valkovic, E. V.
Hungerford, G. S. Mutchler, C. Fletcher,
L. Couloon, M. C. Taylor, S. D. Baker,.
I. M. Duck, R. F. Guertin, and 2 graduate
students (Rice Univ.); J. C. Allred, C. D.
Goodman, B. W. Mayes, L. Y, Lee and 3
graduate studentn (Univ. of Houston)

Beam-time assignment deferred

83 "Investigation of Multi-Wire Proportional
Counters £or Treatment Volume Visualization"

S. C. Phillips. Spokesman
G. C. Phillips, M. C. Taylor, V. Valkovic,
E. V. Hungerford, G. S. Mutchler, C.
Fletcher, L. Coulson (Rice Univ.); J. C.
Allred, C. D. Goodman, B. W. Mayes, L. Y.
Lee (Univ. af Houston)
G. D. Oliver (M. D. Anderson Hospital and
Tumor last.)

See Proposal No. 78

84 "Quality of Meaon Radiation Fields"
G. C. Phillips. Spokesman
G. C. Phillips, M. C. Taylor, V. Valkovic,
E. V. Hungerford, G. S. Mutchler, C.

. Fletcher, L. Coulson (Rice Univ.); J. C.
Allred, C. D. Goodman, B. V. Hayes, L. Y.
Lee (Univ. of Houston); G. D. Oliver (M.
D», Anderson Hospital and Tuaor Inst.)

100 hours

85 "Gamma-Neutrino Correlation after Negative
Muon Capture"

Robert E. Wolsh. Spokesman
Morton Eckhauae, John R. Kane, George H.
Miller, Robert E. Welsh (College of
William and Mary)

100 hours
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86 "Counter ' jcperiments In the Thin Target Area"
A. M. Poskanzer, Spokesman
J. B. Natowitz (Texas A&M Univ.): F. Plasil
(ORNL); L, P. Remsberg (BNL); A. M.
Poskanzer (LRL, Berkeley)

300 hours

89 "Detailed Study of the Resonance Behavior of
the Total Elastic Cross Section in Pion-Nucleus
Scattering"

P. D. Barnes. Spokesman
Peter D. Barnes, Robert A. Eissnstein, and
2 Postdoctoral Appointees (Carnegie-
Mellon Univ.)

150 hours

91 "Proton Polarization in Radiative ir-?roton
Scattering at 300 MeV"

K. C. Leung. Spokesman
K. C. Leung, R. P. Haddock, B.M.K.
Nefkens, aud D. Sober (Univ. of California,
Los Angeles)

Beam-time assignment deferred

92 "Search for Structures in ir-ir Mass-Spectrum
Near Threshold"

B. C. Maglic. Spokesman
J. Alspector, K. Cohen, W. C. Harrison, F.
Sannes, M. Lieberman, D. Van Harlingtrn,
B. C. Maglic, and B. Weber (Rutgers Univ.)

Beam-time assignment deferred

93 "Mechanism of (ir,TTN) Reactions on Complex Nuclei"
H. S. Plendl. Spokesman
M. Blecher, K. Gotow (Virginia Polytechnic
Inst. and State Univ.); V. G. Lind (Utah
State Univ.); H, S. Plendl (Florida State
Univ.); P.A.M. Gram, W. V. Hassenzahl,
and C. J. Umbarger (LASL)

150 hours

96 "Scattering o£ 20-40 MeV ir* by Hydrogen and
Deuterium"

D. E. Nagle, Spnln»Qman
D. E. Nagle, E. A. Knapp, W. Shlaer, M.
Paciotti, E. Ray Martin, and R. Mlschke
(LASL)

150 hours

98 "Preliminary Survey of Elastic Scattering of
800 MeV Protons"

H. Tanaka. Spokesman
E. R. Flynn, 0. Hansen, N. Tanaka, H. A.
Thiessen, J. Spencer (LASL); B. Zeldman
(AfcL); H. Palevsky, R. Sutter, R. E.
Chrien, T. Kozlowski (BNL); 0. Igo (UCLA);
N. Hintz (Univ. of Minnesota); R. Sheline
(Florida State Univ.); C. F. Perdrisat
(VARC); W. C. Olsen (Univ. of Alberta);
E. V. Hungerford (Rice Univ.); R. Elsberg
(Univ. of California, Santa Barbara);
P. Fessenden, L. W. Swenson (Oregon State
Univ.)

500 hours for HRS tune-up measurements

99 "Measurement of the Cross Section for ir" + p
•IT + ir • + n with a Magnetic Spectrometer"

Glen A. Rebka. Jr.. and Peter A. M. Gram.
Spokasnen
C. Bordner (Colorado College); P. C.
Gugelot (Univ. of Virginia); P.A.M. Gram
H. V. Hassenzahl, E. A. Knapp, R. J. Kacek,
M. A. Paciotti, F. T. Shively (LASL);
E. Lomon (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology); Glen A. Rebka (Univ. of
Wyoming)

250 hours

100 "Tissue Chemical Analysis with Mu-Mesic X-Rays"
Richard L. Hutaon. Spokesman
Richard L. Hutson, Arvid S. Lundy (LASL)

100 hours

101 "Feasibility Studies: Measurements of Muonic
X-Rays and Nuclear Gamma-Rays with Crystal Dif-
fraction Spectrometers at LAMPF"

F. Boehm, (California Institute of Tech-
nology) and D. C. Lu, (Yale Univ.), Joint
Spokesmen
F. Boehm, P. Vogel (California Institute of
Technology); R. D. Ehrlich, V. W. Hughes,
D. C. Lu (Yale Univ.); M. Y. Chen, C. S.
Wu (Columbia Univ.)

300 hours

103 "Spallation Yield Distributions from Pion Inter-
actions with Complex Nuclei"

J. Hudis (BNL, Spokesman
A. E. Norris, C. J. Orth, B. J. Dropesky,
(LASL)

50 hours

104 "Proposal for LAMPF Experiment: Studies of the
Proton- and Pion-Induced Fission of Medium Mass
Nuclides"

Brian D. Pate (Simon Fraser Univ.)
Spokesman

6 hours of proton beam and 6 hours of
pion beam

105 "Nuclear Spectroscopy Studies of Proton-Induced
Spallation Products"

M. E. Bunker. Spokesman
W. R. Daniels, B. J. Dropesky, D. C. Hoff-
man, M. E. Bunker, J. W. Starner (LASL);
J. E. Cline, R. C. Greenwood, R. L. Heath,
R. G. Helmer, L. D. Mclsaac, C. W. Reich
(Aerojet Nuclear Corp.)

50 hours

106 "Proton-Induced Spallation Reactions Related to
the Isotope Production Program at LAMPF"

H. A. O'Brien. Spokesman
J. W. Barnes, M. E. Schillaci (LASL)

20 hours

CM/ls:480 (130)
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